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When writing a biography I believe the author should make every attempt to relate the
events in as much a chronological order as possible. As much as possible I have used
family records, documents and photos to guarantee the accuracy of my recollections but
there is no doubt some of the events recorded in this book will be remembered differently
by the people who lived them with me. To those, I can only suggest you contact me and
tell me your side of the story so we may share our history together. Perhaps I may entice
you into writing your own biography before time passes us by.
As Bob Hope said, "Thanks for the memories." Love to you all.
Joe Fizell
325 E Church Ave. Apt 313
Telford, PA 18969-1784
215-721-4676
email: joe@fizell.org
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Chapter One - 1936 to 1943
Memories often need associations to bring them to the forefront of consciousness, at
least to my way of thinking. I’ve often wondered how people who live their entire life in
one house were able to chronologically sort their memories. I imagined that Gypsies,
whose reputations of constantly being on the move, would find their memory recall fairly
simple. Although not a Gypsy I know my life was one that was always on the move.
Before I enlisted in the US Army in 1953 my parents moved eight times plus once more in
1954 during the time I was in the Army, stationed on a U.S. Air Base in Etain, France.
During my three year enlistment I was stationed at or had extended temporary duty at
ten Army or Air Force bases in the United States, Germany, France and England along with
some travel stopovers at other military locations. Beginning in 1957 when Helen Cathro
and I married and over the next 57 years we made our permanent home in nine locations
plus living with our daughter Wendy and her family for three months when we sold one
house before the new house was ready for occupancy. ( Today: June 16, 2014)
So, if my theory holds water, my memory or memoirs should be geared to periods of time
in conjunction with
places where I lived.
Although
I
don't
remember this next
part, I do know I was
born while my parents
were living in an
apartment on Paul
Street in Frankford,
from a story of my
mother’s: during the
daytime of November
19th, she realized she
was going into labor
while my father was at
work. She left a note on the kitchen table and took two trolley cars to the Episcopal
Hospital in Kensington where I was born at 6am on November 20, 1936.
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I was baptized at the Tacony
Methodist Church, on the
corner of Longshore Avenue
and Hegerman Street, in the
Tacony
section
of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The early facts of my life are
gleaned from documents
and family conversations so I
claim no remarkable early
childhood
memories.
Shortly after the photos
below were taken my parents moved to their first house at 244 E Stella Street.

Father Joe, baby Joe and Grandfather
Roy Fizell, April 4, 1937

Grandmom Mary Fizell & grandson
Joe Fizell, April 4, 1937

Along with other photos taken on this day, a photo of the Stella Street house has already
been included in these writings in Book Two, the biography of my parents, Joseph and
Naomi Fizell.
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The house on Stella Street was a short 10 minute walk from the Roberts household at
3326 N. Lee Street, providing my mother ample
opportunity for frequent visits with her mother,
pushing me to and fro in my stylish Wicker
carriage. This was an old photo taken in the rear
yard on Lee Street, probably August, 1937. The
photo had been crumpled, wrinkled and marked
with crayons but thanks to photo retouching I
was able to bring out the carriage details.
Amazing how the wicker body sat on high steel
band springs making for a baby's soft but bouncy
ride. The crayon marks on my face were more
than likely a gift of vented ire toward a big
brother after irritating his wee sister.
The rear yard of the Roberts family home on Lee
Street was the traditional favorite setting for
special occasion photos. Each time a son
returned home on leave from fighting in WWII, a
new grandchild or youngsters arrived in their
Easter finery, the box camera came out of the
closet for a photo opt. The photo, below left is
one with my uncle Rodman Roberts, who was born on February 8, 1936. He was less than
a year older than I was.

November 1938
They cleaned me up for my
2nd birthday.
June 1938 with "Uncle" Rod

Aug 1940
Bill Law, Billy, Joe Jr, Joe
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My early years must have been happy ones because there
are not many memories of them. This photo was in the
summer 1941 with my cousin Billy Law and me on the banks
of Tinicum Creek or the Delaware River at Pt. Pleasant,
Bucks County.
I remember being in the basement on Stella Street with my
father and a big white furry dog, at least he was big to me.
He had a big head and lots of thick hair. Later I learned his
breed was a Chow and he was not very friendly, frightening
my mother, so he wasn't around too long.

This typical 'child on a pony' photo was taken on Stella
Street in 1940. I also remember my father bringing his
horse drawn milk wagon down the street to our house.
He was a dairy salesman for Harbison's Dairies. The
most vivid memory while living on Stella Street was my
mother going into the hospital. Aunt Milda came to
live with us with her new baby, Billy Law. My mother,
it seemed to me, was in the hospital a long time but
Aunt Milda was good to me, allowing me to play
outside in the street with my friends as much as I
wanted. My mother came home the day before
Christmas in 1941 with my new sister, Clara. That
about ended my happy days on Stella Street! Not
because of a new sibling! I no sooner had my mother
back home than I was sent away.
I remember sitting in my bed that night, the dark bedroom illuminated by a solitary table
lamp, the doctor and my mother standing by the bed, their faces in the shadows of the
lampshade. My pajamas top was down and the doctor moved his finger over my back.
He scrawled "JOE" on my back, telling my mother the reason she could read my name.
My back was very red and the letters of my name remained nearly white on my red skin.
He said, "Joe has Scarlet Fever".
Over seventy years have not wiped away the feeling of being caged in a white crib with
sides too tall to climb over and a net covering the top in case I tried; of being forced to
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wear diapers because no one came when I cried to go to the toilet and mean ladies in
white hats and white dresses demanding I be quiet. I was five years old, indignant at being
caged and abandoned in the white barren world of a child's ward in the Philadelphia
Municipal Hospital for Contagious Diseases1, certainly my first vivid and traumatic
memoryi. My mother and father came to see me but seemed to be in another room, they
could not touch nor comfort me, separated by a glass wall. That memory is always
followed by memory of the hugs from my mother when I escaped that jail and returned
home again. Let me add here, this hospital has disappeared from society, but that must
be another story.
At the end of our block on Stella Street was a Drug Store. It was called "Doc's" because
the old guy filling prescriptions was also frequently the first person a neighbor went to for
medical problems. One day he had to retrieve a thumb tack I stuck so far up my nose my
mother could not get out. He obviously had the right tools and he gave me a piece of
penny candy as a reward for not screaming too loudly. This endnote shows photos of
Stella Street from 2012.ii There are no vivid memories of the Japanese bombing of Pearl
Harbor or the USA declaring war on the Axis powers. I do remember hearing how my
grandfather Ed Roberts tried to return to the Navy twice and was refused each time, of
my Uncle Jack Roberts being in the Navy and Uncle Bill Law in the Army. Nothing else
from this time living at 244 E Stella Street!
Soon afterward, early 1942 we moved to Mayfair, a neighborhood north of and bordering
Tacony, where my father lived
as a child. The house at 4601
Vista Street was on the
northeast corner of Vista and
Ditman Streets. Living in
Mayfair and being close to the
Tacony Methodist Church
where my father's family
regularly worshiped soon
found me attending Sunday
School there with my
grandparents, Roy and Mary
Fizell. I don't remember my
parents taking me but I do
have memories of Uncle Jim
Raven and Grandpop Roy Fizell driving me home in their automobiles from the church

1

American Health Association Meeting 1911 Municipal Hospitals for Contagious Diseases: Samuel S Woody, M.D.
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after the Sunday services. That September I was entered in the Primary Class at the
Tacony Methodist Church's Sunday School.
Living in Mayfair was much different from Stella Street in Kensington. On Stella Street all
I knew were two rows of houses facing each other. I was supposed to be confined to the
sidewalk but vehicles rarely came up or down our block of Stella Street so I do remember
crossing back and forth between the sidewalks on either side of the black street but my
mother was always there when I was out playing with friends
On the other hand, Mayfair, in 1942
was a fairly new development. Most
streets were wider. All the houses
on Vista Street, although they were
row houses, sat back off the
concrete sidewalk and had roofed
porches for the residents to sit
outside with protection from rain or
sun, some with grass between the
sidewalk and porch. Our house had
an enclosed porch. Each house on
our side of the street had a garage in
and under the rear of the house with
a common driveway behind the
houses the length of the street.
There were trees along the streets.
In this photo, ours was the house on
the left, the porch had been
enclosed before we moved there. The awnings and the side deck were added by later
owners. My parents were renters. Also, in 1942 there were fewer vehicles in the streets.
Additional Vista Street information is at the endnote.iii
When I played in the driveway behind our house on Vista Street I could look across Ditman
Street (I was not allowed to play in Ditman Street, too many automobiles.) Across Ditman
Street from our house was empty ground as far as I could see. I did not realize it then but
my vision was very poor, everything was hazy and I could not see very far. More on that
later! The empty ground had new construction underway, new neighborhoods being
built, but at this time construction had been abandoned for several years as the United
States entered World War II.
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Also, that September I began attending the first grade in the Forrest Elementary School
at Bligh Avenue and Cottage Street, only three blocks from our house. Leaving my
mother, going to school for the first time was obviously not a traumatic event, for the
memories of first grade are pleasant and vague.
The next year, 1943, I remember blackout shades and dark curtains and air raid sirens.
Vivid memories of my Grandmother Roberts with sons Rod and Howard running back to
our house at 4601 Vista Street in the dark. As the sirens went off they were caught on
the street walking to catch the Rt. 56 trolley car back to Kensington, leaving our house
after a visit. The boys were my uncles, Rod a year older and Howard two years younger.
In the dark we had flashlights under blankets and thought it was great fun.
I also remember a neighbor teaching his kid brother and me how to sharpen a pen knife
on a flat stone in their basement using oil and moving the knife blade back and forth.
When it was my turn I opened the top flesh on my left index finger from knuckle to knuckle
making my first memorable emergency room trip worth about twenty stitches.
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Chapter Two
1943-1948
Vista Street’s bright memories faded into
less fond remembrances. We moved into
a dingy store front corner house at 3346
N. Mutter Street, on the southwest corner
of Mutter Street at Thayer Street. This
current photo of the house (Red color)
shows the streets were too narrow to
accommodate parked cars without
parking on the sidewalks. Of course when
I lived in this house very few neighbors
owned automobiles.
I was in the second grade at the William Cramp Elementary school, at 3449 Mascher
Street, a short three minute walk from our house.iv I remember the teacher well, Mrs.
Valentine. She was a short woman, very overweight and did not like the fact that I talked
too much in class and I probably drove her crazy. Today, rather than remembering any
lessons learned in class, I have instead, not unpleasant memories; of being banished to
the coat closet in the winter, the strong smell of damp clothing in the unventilated closet.
Calling it a 'Closet' can be
misinterpreted because it was a room
the length of the classroom with
doors on each end, opening into the
classroom, which were closed when
class was in session.
The wall
between the doors and the opposite
wall were lined with coat hooks.
Galoshes, rubber over shoes and
school bags lay on the floor under the
coats. I remember the ceiling was
high, as high as the classroom with
three big round frosted glass lights
hung by chains from the ceiling.
The poor woman tried humiliating me in front of the class, once by having me sit in the
trash can and another time having me sit under her desk while she was at the blackboard,
trying to create some discipline in me where I was obviously lacking. I complained to my
mother and she came to school to see Mrs. Valentine but I was not very happy with the
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results. My mother gave Mrs. Valentine permission to use a wooden ruler across my
knuckles if I continued not following the class rules.
I was in the second grade and walked to and from school by myself. The only negative
memory here was when we first moved onto Mutter Street. The kids had fun with my
name and my voice. Over my protestations they were nasty, insisting I was a Jew with a
name like Fizell. At the time I did not know why but being a Jew was something I did not
want to be. This memory years later will provide me with empathy and understanding as
I merged with society. Also, my nickname became "Froggy" because my voice was very
deep, a supposed side effect from Scarlet Fever.
This was the fall and winter of 1943 when I turned seven years of age. For all these
memories of the 2nd grade Mrs. Valentine must have made a good impression on me
because the memories are not unpleasant, rather I liked her a lot. I will see her again
several years later but not as my teacher.
It was in September of 1944 when I went into the 3rd grade. During the summer we had
moved to a nicer
home at 135 W.
Lippincott Street. The
distance from school
to the new house was
twice or more than it
was on Mutter Street
but the house was so
much bigger and nicer.
Another bonus, the
kids walking down
Howard Street and
those living around
our new house were friendlier. This 2009 view of the 135 W Lippincott Street house is
looking north on Howard Street with motor vehicles
parked all along both curbs.
The war was still on while living here. I remember
using Karo syrup on my Kellogg's 'PEP' wheat flakes
cereal because sugar was rationed. I did not like the
more popular 'Wheaties' cereal no matter whose
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picture was on the box
and besides, I saved
the button pins in each
box of PEP cereal. The
pins reflected different
branches of the United
States Military and I
liked to wear different
pins on my jacket or sweater when I went to school. It also helped that I did not like
'Wheaties' because both Uncles Rod and Howard preferred Wheaties; a little peer rivalry
with them.
The walk to Cramp Elementary School was four city blocks straight up Howard Street. My
mother could watch me walking up the street, cross Allegheny Avenue until I was out of
sight. Today parents resist leaving their children out of their sight until a responsible adult
takes charge, such as a bus driver. It was a different time.
The walk to school up Howard Street had certain places
of interest. On the corner of Howard Street and
Allegheny Avenue was Naylor's Atlantic Service Station.
The building was not much more than an end of row
house. Into the side of the house were a couple of garage
doors for pulling cars inside to work on in bad weather.
There were two gasoline pumps similar to the one in this
photo.
Even in the mornings on my way to school the men were
already working on cars and trucks. When I tried to get
closer to see what the mechanics were doing inside the
vehicles they would make me keep my distance, saying if
I went home greasy and dirty, my mother would read
them the riot act.
As soon as I crossed Allegheny Avenue I was walking along a huge factory building, all red
brick walls with windows too high up on the wall to look into. The building extended all
the way to Westmoreland Street. About three quarters the way up the block there was a
door in the wall at sidewalk level. The door was usually open and the room inside was
down lower than the sidewalk, deeper than our house's basement. I could see big
furnaces and tanks and pipes; sometimes the furnace doors were open and the yellow
hot glow from the coal fire lit the room below and I could see the workmen shoveling in
coal and the smell of the burning coal irritated the back of my throat. In the cold winter
I looked for that door to be open to feel some heat from the cold walk to school but in
warm weather I gave the door wide berth as the furnaces were still firing making steam
for the factory while the heat escaped out the doorway.
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The years living in the Lippincott Street house were the beginning of my independence.
Of course my mother always wanted to know where
I was, where I was going and with whom, but she
could not watch me every moment when I was out
playing in the street. Yes, playing in the street. In
the 1940s there were not that many cars roaming
the Kensington neighborhood streets and drivers
had not yet developed a heavy foot on the gas pedal
and we kids played many of our games in the middle
of the street, especially on Lippincott Street.
It had been while living on Mutter Street I acquired
the nickname "Froggy" from my deep voice. This
was before voice recordings so I never heard what I
sounded like. But the name Froggy did not carry
down to Lippincott Street. Here, I was just called
Joe.
This 1945 photo of Clara and me shows the street
less congested with vehicles. The large building and
telegraph pole over my left shoulder is the corner of
Allegheny Avenue and Howard Street. The other photo
was during a visit of the Nelson family on a day my
"Uncle" Howard Roberts was also at our house on
Lippincott Street.
Comic books became a vital part of my existence as I
would collect them and trade them. The 3rd, 4th and 5th
years in elementary school were fun. I was not a great
student, my grades were all Satisfactory, no failures but
nothing to brag about.
I remember listening to the radio programs like "The FBI,
in Peace and War", "The Shadow" with Lamont
Cramston, "The Great Gildersleeve", "Duffy's Tavern" among many. Every evening at
dinner time the radio would be tuned to 15 minute serial broadcast programs on WFIL
510 or WIP 610 for episodes of "Superman", the "Green Lantern", "Sky King", "Captain
Midnight", "Archie Andrews" and others. Switching from one station to the other, sure
not to miss an episode of my favorites radio programs. If we were at a relative or friend's
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house for dinner I would be listening to their favorite programs at dinner time unless a
grouchy parent made us turn off the radio.
I also remember the big wooden Ice Box
in the kitchen. These photos are not of
our ice box. Ours was taller, the wood
was not oak finished and the inside walls
of our ice box were made of galvanized
metal. There was no light in our Ice Box
so it was hard to see what was on the wire
shelves. Several times a week the Ice Man
pulled up in his truck. He took a rubber
sheet off a hook inside the truck and
draped it over his shoulder. Using
monster sized hooks he would sling a huge block of
ice onto his shoulder and carry it up the front steps
into our house, through the dining room into the
kitchen and set the block of ice in a compartment on
the top of the ice box so we would have cold food for
a few more days. In warm weather the ice block
dripped constantly, the water running off his rubber
apron onto the floor. My mother would scurry after
him drying the floor in his wake.
I remember my father cursing when he or my mother
forgot to empty the drain pan sitting on the floor
under the Ice Box. Water was on the floor and he always spilled a lot more trying to pick
the overflowing pan up off the floor to empty it into the kitchen sink, which always made
him madder yet.
I remember that kitchen sink too! When I was sick my father had me kneel on a kitchen
chair and lean over the sink to deeply breathe in the steam vapors from the hot water
running from the faucet. Worse, he made me eat toast in a bowl of hot milk. Ugh! I also
had the measles in this house. I still remember lying in bed, the pattern of the wallpaper
changing shapes and my head spinning for what seemed like forever, dizzy until the fever
broke. That memory never fades.
For Christmas or my birthday I received a pair of clamp-on skates. The wheels were steel
with ball bearings. A skate could be adjusted for many shoe sizes by loosening a nut on
the bottom to extend or shorten the length of the skate. A skate key would adjust the
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two clamps on the front of the skate to lock the skate to
the toe of your shoe. The strap on the back held the skate
fast to your shoe's heel. We could zip around pretty fast
on the smooth blacktop streets with games and races
galore. Skating on the rough concrete sidewalk surface
was loud, full of cracks and wore out the skate's steel
wheels.
I regularly went to the
Saturday movie matinee at the Wishart Theater on
Allegheny Avenue, just east of Front Street. There were
Warner Pathe News, Cartoons, a Western Serial with
new chapters every week and a double feature movie.
The movies changed on Sundays to a newer double
feature. This photo of the Wishart Theatre was found
on the Internet on cinematreasures.org. It is a fuzzy
image taken from an 8mm movie. By the time I was in
the fourth grade in school, I went to the movies with
other kids my age, no adults supervising. It was a
different time.
One Western serial was of a hero saving the day, riding up to
the rescue on a Black horse with a bandana or scarf covering
his whole head, a loud piercing whistle in the background for
sound effects. Very exciting to young kids! My father had
made me a scooter out of
some two by four pieces of
lumber and by taking an
old clamp-on four wheel
roller skate apart and
screwing it at each end to
the bottom piece of wood.
One Sunday afternoon I
was playing outside with
some friends. I had taken
one of my mother's
scarves and tied it over my
head, riding the scooter in
the street, trying to
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imitate the serial hero. Only I could not see very well through the scarf. One of my friends
kept saying "Watch out for the car, watch out for the car!” I was in the street and knew
the curb was to my left, so I cautiously continued forward but I steered the scooter left
only to run into a parked automobile (like the one in the photo above), face first, splitting
open my top lip, suffering through a dozen or more stitches to close the wound in my
second trip to a hospital emergency room, a place I never wanted to see again.
The Wishart Theatre periodically would run give-a-ways to increase patronage such as
dishes to accumulate for a dining set or drawings for prizes. There was one drawing for a
26" Roadmaster Bicycle, a diamond ring and other prizes. Every time you went to the
movies you received a ticket, signed your name and deposited the ticket into a big drum
in the lobby. Every week I put my ticket in into that drum. I wanted that bicycle real bad.
The night of the drawing the theater was packed. I did not go to the movie presentation
but for the drawing the theatre was opened and people were standing in the aisles. I was
standing in the aisle against the far left wall, barely able to see the stage. They drew
tickets for all the smaller prizes. I did not win. Then they called the name for the
Roadmaster bicycle. I did not win. I was sad, of course, ready to go home. Then they
read out my name. I won the diamond ring. I ignored a few unpleasant comments by
some very disgruntled adults as I pushed through the crowd up to the stage to receive my
diamond ring prize. I told them who I was and after the applause from the audience I was
told to bring one of my parents back. They would not give the prize to a 9 year old boy.
Within a couple of days my mother went back with me to the theater to collect my prize.
We took it to my Grandmom Roberts. She had it appraised then bought it from me for
Ten Dollars. That was a lot of money to me at that time. Nothing was ever said, but I am
sure Grandmom gave my mother a bit more money too. When Grandmom Roberts died
I asked but never did find out what happened to that ring.
I roamed the neighborhood, going up the hill on Mascher Street to the bridge over the
railroad tracks at Tusculum Street. There were old garages on the other of the bridge and
a path led down a steep embankment to the tracks. Some days there were railroad cars
parked just for us to climb and play on but we would get chased pretty fast by railroad
workers.
I learned early that having money or change in your pocket was necessary. I don't
remember thinking of myself as being poor and I never remembered receiving an
allowance from my parents. But I do remember being able to buy things that I wanted,
like comic books or candy or the admission ticket at the movies. So when the opportunity
arose to earn a few cents I was always quick to grab it.
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On the southeast corner of Howard and Wishart Streets, diagonally across Howard Street
from our house was a Candy Store owned by an old couple who spoke broken English.
They sold penny candy. I know they sold other items in their store but they had two big
glass showcases with penny candies. The fewer coins in one's hands, the longer it took
to make up your mind what kind of candy to buy. The old couple had no children and I
became friendly with them.
In their store they always had a chance card where customers could take a chance on
winning a prize. One card with 100 chances was to win a prize of a huge gift box of
Whitman's Assorted Chocolate candy. The card was
similar to the one shown here, chancing off a Turkey. A
smaller box of Whitman's Chocolates card had 50 punch
out circles with numbers inside the punched out paper,
numbered from 1 to 50 and numbered lines on the back
of the card for the name of the person who bought that
number. The cost of the chance was the number you
punched. 1¢ to 25¢ with numbers 26 to 50 paying only
25¢. After all the chances were sold a sealed tab with the
winning number was opened. There were other cards with new electric appliance prizes,
like an electric Sunbeam Hand Mixer. The more expensive a prize, the more chances there
were on a card.
Whether I asked or he offered, the deal was struck. I
took a card out to the neighborhood, door to door, each
day returning with the previous day’s proceeds from
selling chances. When every punch was sold I'd take the
prize to the winner. As I was knocking, door to door, I
remembered who was not home, to go back later. Of
course many of the women asked me to come back again
before the card was sold out. I made a few dollars but people quickly tired of being asked
to buy a chance so this sales enterprise did not last long.
I don't know how it happened but I had the reputation of being a reliable helper in the
neighborhood. Different ladies would send me to the stores on front Street to pick up a
loaf of bread or some other staple and I would receive a tip, usually a nickel or a dime.
Another entrepreneurial experience was provided by my father. It was a hot summer and
my father put me in business for myself selling "snow-cones". I had a red wagon, like most
kids, and he purchased the supplies for me to go into selling ice cones. Of course I had to
pay back his initial expenses from the income of my new business. We bought a large cake
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of ice from an ice delivery truck, set it in the wagon on a towel, and draped a towel over
top of the ice block. I had bottles of fruit flavorings and juice with little pouring spouts
inserted into the mouth of the bottles sitting in a box in the wagon so the bottles would
not tip over. He also bought me an ice scraper
like this one:
He showed me how to scrape the ice into chips
within the reservoir of the ice scraper. It was a
simple matter to put the ice shavings into a
paper cone shaped cup and add a flavoring or
juice for a nice cold treat on a hot day. I pulled
the wagon around the neighborhood selling
frozen drinks for a nickel each. I can't remember how long it took to pay my father back
his investment, but the hot weather did not last long and my interest waned due to
mechanical problems. The screw holding the very sharp blade to the bottom of the
scraper kept getting loose and needed constant tightening using a screwdriver with cold
fingers due to, of course scraping the ice block. Perhaps blood from frequent cuts or
people seeing too many fingers and a screwdriver inside the scraper also had a dampening
effect upon snow cone sales. This business exercise did keep me in spending money for
a short period of time.
I learned early another method of providing cash into my pants pockets. The city trash
trucks came by in our neighborhood on Fridays. Most people had their trash cans and
rubbish piled by the curb before going to bed on Thursday nights. Old newspapers were
a great moneymaker. Some neighbors saved their
newspapers for me to pick up on Saturday mornings. Two or
three trips with an overloaded wagon dragged up the
Mascher Street hill, over the railroad bridge to Gurney Street
then another block to the Junk Yard at Front Street would
provide cash for the movies and enough left over for a box of
Jujy Fruit Gum Drops or Good-N-Plenty candy.
After the war was over the price of old newspapers dropped quickly and people no longer
considered it worth their efforts to save and cart bundles of newspapers to the junk yards.
But there was always the occasional scrap metal find. After the war the junk dealer looked
down his nose at newspapers, steel and iron. A brass lamp, a copper kettle, a bronze
ornament or a lead pipe to include with the newspapers was a major find.
The side streets were a safe enough place for kids to play in Kensington. Allegheny
Avenue, not so much! It was a wide street running east and west from the Delaware River
to the Schuylkill River. In the middle of the street were two sets of trolley car tracks set
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in cobble stone. Cobble stones were smooth hard rocks, the origin of which was rumored
to be discarded ballast from empty ships on their return trips to the United States when
there was not enough cargo for the return trip. Over many years an enormous amount
of half empty ships must have come into the ports of Philadelphia because a great many
streets in Philadelphia were first paved in cobblestone.
I remember standing along the sidewalk on Allegheny Avenue in 1944 waiting for
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's motorcade to pass by. He was running for re-election
and the newspapers posted his schedule. I guess he was running behind schedule
because I waited a pretty
long time and when he
passed it was kind of too fast
to really see him but I could
see his arm waving to those
lined up along Allegheny
Avenue.
This photo of a Route 48
Trolley Car ending its run
from center city at the
Allegheny Depot is an
indication of how wide a street was Allegheny Avenue. The same type of trolley car, Route
60, traversed Allegheny Avenue from river to river. At each river there was a turn-around
loop for the trolley to reverse directions.
Grandpop Roberts was a motorman for the Philadelphia Rapid Transport, operator of the
city transit system since his discharge from the US Navy after WWI. The PRT soon became
the PTC or the Philadelphia Transportation Company. A quarter mile south of Allegheny
Avenue, Grandpop Roberts operated the Route 54 Trolley car over Lehigh Avenue,
another very wide city street running parallel to Allegheny Avenue. However there was
no terminal for a turnaround at either end of his run on Lehigh Avenue so Grandpop
Roberts drove a different type of trolley car than the one used on Allegheny Avenue. The
Route 54 Trolley car had operating controls on each end of the vehicle. To change
directions the Motorman had to get out of the trolley car, walk to the rear of the car and
pull the electric pole down off the high-tension overhead wire and secure it to the end of
the trolley car. He then had to go back to the opposite end of the trolley car, loosen the
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electric pole from
that end of the car
and carefully raise
and
seat
the
contact wheel onto
the overhead hightension wire, then
use a steel bar to
switch the tracks.
The
motorman
would get back into
the trolley car and
start driving in the
opposite direction, similar to the trolley car pictured above. Not a fun task on days in
driving rain or snow storms, even worse on dark nights.
Grandpop Roberts had four boys, my Uncles Jack, Norman, Rod and Howard. As a
motorman on the old trolley cars he had access to a tool he used to keep his sons in line.
As passengers on the trolley cars were approaching their destination they needed to warn
the motorman in advance to stop to let them off. The passenger would reach up and give
a yank on a long leather strap running the length of the trolley on each side above the
windows. The strap was attached at one end to a bell. A
yank on the strap, a clang of the bell and the motorman
would know to stop and let the passenger off at the next
scheduled stop. This leather strap was round, about 1/4" in
diameter. After countless times of passengers yanking, the
cords wore out. Grandpop had a few lengths of the
discarded leather strap tied in half making a formidable
whip. I remember him chasing Uncle Norman around the
dining room table. Uncle Norman was twice the size of
Grandpop Roberts but he kept running, pleading with his
father to stop.
The same year I won the diamond ring, 1945, was a happy
year all around. The war in Europe was over, as was the
war in Japan almost immediately thereafter and in
November my mother went into the Episcopal Hospital to
bring us home a baby sister and I turned nine years of age.
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This photo of me holding Jackie on my lap was taken by our mother with a box camera
and using the light through the window on the right. It was on a cold winter morning.
Jackie in coach.

My parents were not active church attendees but my sister Clara
and I would go to Sunday school at Providence Methodist Church
at 3200 North Front Street. Although we did not attend regularly,
we did increase our attendance around the time Jackie was
baptized there in early 1946.
This was about the time in 1946 that I became ill with the
childhood disease Measles. There remains still, vivid memories of
lying in bed for what seemed like days but in reality was one long
day and night. The room went from daylight to nighttime with a
lamp reflecting on the wallpaper and white ceiling that refused to
stop moving, making me dizzy, lightheaded. Later my mother told
me I had a fever that lasted most of the day. The following day my mother made me a
meal of meat loaf, mashed potatoes and gravy with small green peas. That meal has been
my favorite over seventy years.
Later this summer one of the older kids in the neighborhood said he was giving up his
route of the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin newspaper. We had talked previously and he
took me to the "Branch" location. It was two garages on the corner of Hope and Ontario
Streets, where every afternoon a Bulletin delivery truck dropped off bundles of the
evening edition for quick delivery by local youths. A delivery boy had to be at least 12
years old. One of the benefits of being taller and heavier than I should be (I would never
say I was "fat") was I looked older. The branch manager, a teenager by the name of Frank
Horn probably knew I was only 10 but new delivery boys were hard to get and harder to
keep. I got the paper route with about 65 customers on the 3300 blocks of Mascher and
Waterloo Streets and customers along Westmoreland and Ontario Streets. They realized
I was too young for a larger paper route but my small route kept me in spending money
for more than a year.
Late in 1946 we were no longer living on Lippincott Street. Memory tells me that war
time imposed Rent Controls were ended. Our house was owned by Mr. Finger, a German
butcher who lived further up the block on Lippincott Street. He wanted the house for a
relative or for higher rents; I heard both stories. I always knew we rented the houses in
which we lived. This time my parents bought a house.
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Our "new" home was at 3313 N. Phillip Street. The
house and rooms were much smaller than on Lippincott
Street. Where both Lippincott and Howard Streets were
wide, Phillip Street was even narrower than Stella
Street; Phillip Street was almost as narrow as Mutter
and Thayer Streets and living here was not a happy
memory for me. v
The houses west of 2nd Street were thought to be more
run down, at least in the opinion of some residents at
the time, than those houses east of 2nd Street; the
further west, the shabbier the dwellings. Also the kids
were rumored to be not as friendly. Our new house was
west of 2nd Street and seemed to prove this opinion
correct. Unfortunately so did the new kids. It is always
difficult to be the new kid on the block and Phillip Street was to prove no different.
The first few months were stressful. I was usually in scuffles with other kids on the block
and getting the worse end of the disputes. My father tried teaching me to box to defend
myself but it was not a very successful effort. It was unfortunate most of the kids were
older, if not in years, then streetwise. I still hadn't wised up to the fact my poor eyesight
played a factor too.
One of the neighbors, Evelyn Kutchner, one year older than me lived across the street in
a porch front house where kids would gather. She was either being nice or nasty to me,
she couldn't make up her mind. One day Evelyn asked me if I fucked a girl yet. Young
innocent boys talked amongst themselves about sex but she started telling me and asking
me details about fucking, things I knew nothing about. It was the first time the subject
ever came up with a girl or someone older than myself. I wasn't sure what she was saying
was true so when I went home for dinner I asked my mother about it. Without skipping
a beat she said "Your father said he wanted to talk to you so let's wait for him."
My father worked nights driving a bus for the PTC. I rarely saw him during school days.
But he was home a couple of days later when I came in from school. After dinner he was
working down in the basement and called for me to come down. He explained to me the
facts of life in such a detailed manner that after an hour or more my head was spinning.
His descriptions of the sex act answered many questions I had been keeping to myself but
he felt he had to make me understand all the possibilities for trouble I could cause for
myself by getting involved with sex before I was more mature. He vividly described all
the diseases I could get from fornication. Years later I would see health movies in the
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Army depicting sexually acquired diseases, remembering how accurate my father's "sex
talk" had been. He had been talking to me a long time before my mother finally called
down and said it was time for me to get ready for bed. At the top of the stairs I gave her
a kiss and whispered "thanks!" as I went upstairs to take a bath.
We had moved to Phillip Street near the end of 1946. While still on Lippincott Street I
had started delivering the Evening Bulletin newspaper and continued to do so after we
moved and into the summer school vacation of 1947. I don't remember the reasons but
I gave up the paper route during the summer. To make up the lost spending money I
would take my wagon to the A&P Market on the corner of Front and Westmoreland
Streets on Friday afternoon and evening and Saturday mornings. There was scant parking
along Front or Westmoreland Streets and automobile owners in our neighborhoods were
few and far between. Most women doing their weekly food shopping walked to the A&P.
They knew there were always boys lined up with wagons waiting to carry their food order
home. For a tip, of course! And the tips were my spending money.
I became very familiar with most of the streets in Kensington delivering newspapers,
collecting newspapers and scrap metals and working as an "Order boy" carrying home
grocery orders from the A&P Market, or just wandering neighborhood streets on my own
or with other boys. The first order of business was to know which street corners to avoid,
to avoid being picked on by tougher gangs of kids.
The Cadet Movie Theater was less than a block away
from our new house at the NE corner of Ontario and
2nd Streets. I walked past the building every day,
each way, going to Cramp Elementary School. The
few times I did go see a movie there I went home
feeling dirty. The seats were sagging, springs
digging into my bottom and the floor was always
sticky on the soles of my shoes from spilled sodas.
Bigger, but much dirtier than the Wishart Theater,
you only went there to see a movie that did not play
at the Wishart.
I became friends with Bobby Quinn, a boy living on Westmoreland Street, three houses
east of Phillip Street. Bobby was a year older. He was sickly and after a while he could
not play out in the street with the other kids. I used to visit him. We exchanged comic
books and played cards and games while listening to the radio. Bobby began to spend all
his time on the living room sofa instead of going up the stairs to his bedroom. He had
Rheumatic Fever which had affected his heart. It wasn't contagious but other kids were
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scared and stayed away. I came home from school one day in December, 1947 and my
mother told me Bobby had died. Bobby was my first friend to die and I still remember
the sadness and pain.
My father, as I mentioned before, drove buses for the city transportation company, the
PTC. He worked the afternoon to night shift. His first bus left the depot near 4 PM just
as the evening rush hour began. Most factories and offices ended their work days
between 4:30 PM and 6:00 PM Mondays to Fridays but that meant he finished his work
day in the early hours of the morning. By the time he got home and to bed, he had been
sleeping only a couple hours before the rest of us in the house woke for our normal day.
Clara and I learned early not to make noise to disturb our father's sleep.
One Saturday morning during the summer of 1948, I was eleven years old and was playing
in the street in front of our house with some other kids from the neighborhood. It was
before noon, maybe even as early as 10am. My father hollered out the front bedroom
window for me to come in the house. When I walked in the door he was already
downstairs, angry, in his robe, waiting for me. He had been working all night and the
noise of us playing outside his bedroom window kept waking him up and he lit into me,
knocking me around the living room. In his rage he grabbed me by the hair pulling me
one way or the other. I was frighten and crying, hollering for him to stop. My mother
screamed at him and he backed off and went into the kitchen to light a cigarette.
Without asking I ran out the front door crying, going anywhere to escape. Within a few
steps I was at Westmorland Street, turned left toward friendlier streets. I remember
talking to myself, swearing I was never going back there again, wondering who would take
me in, where to hide. Several of my mother's girlfriends from her school days lived close
by. Mary Bilger lived on Palethorp Street and Eleanor Dimmick lived on Kip Street but
Mary had too many kids and Eleanor never married or had children and she worked during
the day. I was embarrassed too; finally stopped crying so no one would notice me. I
walked up to the Lighthouse Boys Club field at Front Street and Erie Avenue and lay in the
grass under the trees for a while. I ended up walking to my grandmother Roberts house
on Lee Street sometime after lunch.
Grandmom Roberts never hid her feelings from anyone. I knew I was only tolerated in
the Roberts house because my mother was their daughter and sister. I grew up listening
to nasty comments about my father, how he was watched by the elder Roberts boys, Jack
and Norman, that he did not abuse my mother. I was immune to snide comments about
my father and his family; at least I thought I was. That Elsie Roberts did not like her sonin-law was obvious and I was always being compared to him by her, and forever cautioned
not to grow up to be like my father.
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Years later I could not remember what went through my mind as I walked into my
grandmother's house. Did I start crying again or just go in with some obvious marks of a
fresh beating or was I plain frightened of going home again to face an angry father.
Whatever her real feelings for me, Elsie Roberts surprised me, showed compassion and
caring, calming me and gave me something to eat. She sent me out to sit on the porch
with her sons Rod and Howard. Later on in the afternoon she sent me home. When I
arrived there my father had already left for his evening shift driving a bus. My mother
said my father was very sorry to have hit me the way he did and would tell me so
tomorrow. Which he did! The next time I saw him he apologized for losing his temper
and things seemed to be easier between us.
Most of my time in the sixth grade at Cramp School there had been confrontations with
a group of boys going home in the same direction I was now taking to Phillip Street. They
did not live that close to us but it was in the same direction to our homes; we walked west
on Ontario Street. Two of the boys, Allen Pickering and Donald Mills were the ringleaders.
I managed to avoid too many confrontations on my daily walk home from school. The
sixth grade was over in June. During the summer I ran into Allen Pickering on my street
and oddly enough became friendly with him as we were transporting orders at the A&P
Store and visiting each other's homes.
Also, during this summer my parents had friends over for a visit. My father and his friend
went into the basement and I followed along. My father was asking his friend about a
crack he had noticed in the basement foundation wall and asked what his friend thought
about repairing the crack. I had never noticed it before and didn't understand much of
what they were talking about. It came to pass that to repair the crack meant shoring up
the rear wall of the house with enormous expense. Later on I heard some of the
conversation between my parents and knew we were going to move again.
School was to start at the end of the summer. This time I would be in the seventh grade
at Stetson Jr. High School at B Street and Allegheny Avenue and Clara would continue to
attend Cramp Elementary school. I was still 11 years old. My parents sold the house on
Phillips Street and we were waiting for a date to move but they did not know to where
they were to move. Clara and I still had to go to our respective schools because we did
not know which new schools we would transfer to.
I was only in Stetson Junior High School three or four days when we had Gym class. Allen
Pickering and Donald Mills were in my Gym class and it was as if Allen and I had not been
friends during the summer. Donald, who was shorter than me kept pushing me for a fight
in the Gym, Allen egging him on. I had no choice and we got into a boxing stance and kept
swinging at each other, circling each other and I was getting dizzy. We each got in a few
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punches but neither of us were doing any damage. The Gym teacher was nowhere to be
seen. I don't know how long we were at it when I said I had enough and said I was going
to leave. Donald would not let me pass so I kicked him in the groin. He went down and I
went to the locker and changed out of my gym shorts. After school let out I did not see
either of the boys on the way home. When I got there I was told we were moving in the
morning. "Where, Mom?" I asked. "To live with Aunt Madge and Uncle Howard in
Tacony." she said.
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Chapter Three
1948-1949 in Tacony
We moved into the first floor of Aunt Madge and Uncle Howard Schemm's house at
4909 Longshore Avenue in Tacony. This is a current photo of the house and not much
has changed on the outside since my family moved there in September 1948.
This was the
biggest house I
ever lived in.
Three steps up
off the sidewalk
was a walkway
to either the
front porch or
along
toward
the rear of the
house. Across
the porch, the
front door led
into a long, high
corridor. Several
doors were on
the left, which
led into our new
living quarters. Straight ahead was a steep stairwell up to the second floor, where the
Schemm's lived, while to the left of the stairs, the corridor continued on back to yet
another door, the entrance to our kitchen.
The ceilings were high, maybe ten feet high and while I did not know it at the time, this
house was built back in the last century as a bonus for one of the Henry Disston skilled
craftsmen brought over from England to give his company an edge in making saws and
other machinery. Each room had thin gas pipes running out of the ceilings down the walls,
the pipes capped about 5 feet above the floor. I learned gas lamps had been removed
from the pipes after the house had been electrified years earlier.
The first floor rooms were a shambles of boxes and beds being put together as my parents
were deciding which rooms were to be bed rooms, a living room, etc.
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Once you climbed the stairwell to the second floor corridor there were doors leading to
rooms all along the corridor, from the rear to the front of the house. The door at the top
of the steps was a huge bathroom. The tub, toilet and wash basin were old, white
porcelain with a large window overlooking a vegetable garden in the rear yard. Above
the tub there was a round shower curtain barely big enough for one person to take a
shower. Also there was a big steel gas fired hot water tank I would soon learn to operate.
The Schemm family consisted of Uncle Howard, Aunt Madge, and children: Richard,
Howard, Millie, Barbara, Peggy and David who was a month older than I was. Peggy and
Dave were still in school, the other Schemm children held full time jobs. That hot water
heater, in the only bathroom in the house, had to keep hot water flowing for eight
Schemms and starting today, five Fizells.
The afternoon we moved in to Longshore Avenue Aunt Madge had dinner for her family
and ours in their kitchen on the second floor, next to the bathroom. The room was
certainly large enough with a long table which we all sat around. Richard and Howard
were still at work. I soaked in the warmth from Aunt Madge's family with a meal of
mashed potatoes, hot dogs, baked beans and rolls; a warm welcome to Tacony. Warmer
than I realized because my baby sister Jackie was not yet 3 years old and she was sick. My
mother had taken her to the doctors before we moved and she had medicine for what
ailed her. On our first evening in our new apartment Jackie had a high fever and I knew
my mother was frightened because I was told to take Clara out of the house and stay on
the porch. I learned later that the fever got so high she started to convulse and they
bathed her in a large pan of cool water to bring down the fever. All returned to normal
in the morning.
We arrived on a Friday afternoon so I had the weekend for my cousin Dave to show me
the ropes. He wanted to know if I had any cigarettes. I soon learned most of the kids
already smoked and while I had tried smoking before, it was not yet a habit. I followed
along quite willingly getting hooked in the process. The easiest way to score a cigarette
was to snitch one from a parents open pack usually left unattended on a table or dresser
top. I learned quickly not to pilfer any of Dave's sister's cigarettes. They were too wise
to us having been there, done that, but often enough would give us one.
Saturday we roamed the Tacony neighborhood and parks and I met Dave's friends. There
was Frankie & Joe, two Italian brothers a few doors up Longshore Street, and on the
corner of Tulip Street and Longshore Avenue was Jean's candy store. Every intersection
seemed to have a corner store or two or three. Longshore Street had once been the main
business thoroughfare in early Tacony but in 1948 half the storefront buildings were
converted into residences. Still, there were many businesses along both sides of
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Longshore Avenue from Tulip Street up to Torresdale Avenue, the new Tacony business
thoroughfare where trolley cars now ran in both directions.
On Sunday I went to the family church, the Tacony Methodist Church, a short walk to
Hagerman Street and Longshore Avenue. I was placed in the Sunday School class with
Dave Schemm and learned I would soon be in the confirmation class, learning to become
a full member of the Methodist Church. Confirmation class consisted of an appropriate
amount of Methodist church history and church membership responsibilities. They
wasted no time with new kids coming into the church but classes would not start until
after the New Year.
Monday morning I was excited about going to a new school but knew in advance what
was coming. The Hamilton Disston Elementary School was at 6801 Cottage Street, half a
mile up Longshore Avenue. It was my responsibility to walk my sister Clara to and from
school. She was in the second grade, I was in the seventh grade. This was the second
week of the new school year, the first week I already spent at Stetson Jr High School in
Kensington.
When I walked into the classroom every eye was on me. My cousin Dave was in sixth
grade; no friendly face here, every face was strange and new. There were the obvious
catcalls when the teacher introduced me because she mispronounced my name as Joe
Fizzell. I was immediately placed in the rear of the class and discovered that this was the
"Outcast" section of the class. Jimmy Shea and Nicky Dirazzio ruled the rear of the
classroom. Both were 15 years old and had repeated several years of school already.
Both were waiting to reach the age of 16 so they could quit school and go to work.
Then the teacher began writing the homework assignments on the black board. I was at
the rear of the classroom. I could not read the writing on the black board to copy the
assignments. If I had been wise I would have ignored the homework and become one of
the gang at the rear of the class, intentionally failing homework. But I had to raise my
hand and tell the teacher. I had the chance to be part of the "in" guys and blew it. The
teacher had me change seats with students close to the blackboards so I could copy
assignments then returned me to the rear of the classroom. There was always noise from
the rear of the class and being back there I was included with the troublemakers but not
'one' of them. Once weakness was discovered, the bullies pounced. I was very short
sighted and overweight enough I could not run very fast.
After a few weeks the bullying subsided for two reasons. We had compulsory Plane
Geometry in class. I was at a total loss, could not comprehend the math or the memory
work. I was now one of the dummies in the rear of the class. I didn't want to fail, just did.
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Also, the older boys, Jim Shea and Nicky began riding their bikes to school. They lived in
a neighborhood between State Road and the Delaware River along with a mixture of black
and white families, a neighborhood my cousin Dave
cautioned me to steer clear of. The weather was getting
colder so after school the kids were in a hurry to get
home and there was less confrontation.
This is a photo of our family taken in the early winter of
1948 soon after we moved to Longshore Avenue. The
fur coat my mother was wearing was given to her by
her Aunt Ida Burgess when Aunt Ida bought herself a
new fur coat. My mother never liked it and I don't recall
she ever wore it after we moved away from Tacony.
We walked across Keystone Street to the Tacony Park
for the photo shoot and I do not remember
who took the photos.
An amazing thing happened. Everyone in our family
had always been aware of my poor vision. I just
accepted it as a fact of life. The first six years of school
the teachers either rotated me from a front row seat or to a seat on the side of the
classroom next to the side blackboard. It was just a matter of fact. Out of the blue
Grandmom Roberts insisted I have my eyes examined. I was sent to the Roberts family
Optometrist who was down on the 2800 block of Germantown Avenue. So one day after
school, in Tacony I took the trolley car on Torresdale Avenue all the way to Germantown
Avenue where I had to change trolley cars to go south on Germantown Avenue, a distance
of about 7 miles. The doctor examined my eyes and scheduled my return visit the
following week when he would have a new pair of eye glasses made for me.
I don't remember the wait or any anticipation but after school the following week I made
the return trip to the Optometrist on Germantown Avenue. That I do remember. I could
not believe what I could see. I walked a couple of blocks north on Germantown Avenue
looking in all the store windows. Clothes, shoes, hardware, butchers, I could see
everything clearly. Things I never noticed before. By the time I boarded the trolley car
for the return trip I was shocked at the clarity of the world. Just looking at the numbers
on buildings as we whizzed on past them; I could read them. I could read street signs. By
the time I walked into our apartment on Longshore Avenue I was no less in shock. I could
see for the first time in my life.
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Unfortunately my being able to read the homework assignments from the rear of the
classroom did not sway my unpopularity with the delinquents in the rear of the classroom.
Rather it gave them more ammunition. Now I was a "four-eyed" loser. In shop class Jim
Shea nailed my loose leaf binder to a shop workbench. There were no fights, just taunts
and bumps, typical harassment on the walk home after school.
Attached to Jean's Candy Store on the corner at Longshore Ave and Tulip Street were two
houses with apartments, both with front entrances onto Longshore Ave. Out back all the
houses along this side of Longshore Avenue had connecting yards separated by shrubbery
or low wooden fences. In one of the apartments lived Lorraine Turcco. She became my
first girlfriend. It was a short lived affair. The only real memory of her was that she was
short, thin and pretty with long black hair. We sat out in her back yard in the evenings
learning what petting was all about. We were both in the stages of early puberty and did
no damage to our psyche in our innocence and this was after a long lecture on the birds
and bees from my father.
I still had my cousin Dave and new friends around our house on Longshore Avenue and I
began to gain confidence with my improved vision. Team sports on the playground across
Longshore Avenue at Keystone Street became fun. In Tacony I was introduced to softball.
Before, I was the last kid chosen for a team. I always thought it was because I was such a
poor player but eye glasses made the world of difference. I could see the ball coming
toward me now and quickly learned to gauge how it would bounce so the ball did not
escape by me as often. Swinging a bat at the ball also changed. Now when the softball
was pitched to me I could see it coming and quickly learned to hit the ball as well as the
other players. Not better, just as well as the other players. With the weather changing
so did the sport. Now I was able to catch a football and enjoyed being out on the park
field throwing the football with the other kids.
Cousin Dave continued to be my guide in the neighborhood. Many of
the boys living near us went to Catholic school so they were not privy
to my problems with the class bullies. They all smoked and now so did
I. Dave noticed a man circulating flyers in the front doors of houses.
They were for Parliament Filter Tip Cigarettes, offering a free pack of
cigarettes to the holder of the flyer. Dave and I walked the
neighborhood looking for flyers still tucked into mail slots or half
under front doors. We managed to gather a pile of the flyers before
the legitimate householders found them. The various store owners
were not stupid and quickly realized we should not be redeeming these flyers for packs
of cigarettes. But for a few cigarettes, Dave's sisters or their girlfriends would "buy" a
circular from us. Unfortunately the supply of Parliament Cigarette circulars ran out.
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Dave and I also made trips up Longshore Avenue to visit Aunt Chris and Uncle Bob Elliott.
Aunt Chris was the baby girl in the Hyslop clan. Dave's mom, Aunt Madge was just a bit
older than Aunt Chris. My grandmother, Mary Fizell was an older sister to Chris and
Madge. Their mother, Granny Hyslop lived with Aunt Chris & Uncle Bob at 4608
Longshore Avenue. From what I can remember, Granny was a little old lady who lived in
the upstairs back bedroom. I remember Granny and her sister Aunt Lizzy as two very
short old ladies in black dresses and black shoes. Aunt Chris was the nicest lady, always
had cookies or candy or a cold drink for us. She and Uncle Bob had no children but you
had to be careful hugging her, she was in a lot of pain all the time. Granny smoked in her
bedroom but her open pack of cigarettes was stuffed into a jeweled bag, never in danger
of being pilfered by grandchildren or a great-grandson.
I turned 12 in November, a month after Dave's 12th birthday and a week before
Thanksgiving. The only memorable event was Mr. Marsden, the owner of 4909 Longshore
Avenue discovered our family had moved in with the Schemms. To meet some plumbing
codes he hired a plumber to install a bathroom in our first floor apartment. The workmen
were pulling pipes and junk from the basement and piling it outside the house in the back
yard. I knew immediately it was worth money at a junk yard. Dave and I took some of
the coiled soft, heavy pipe over to a local junk yard at Princeton Avenue & State Road. I
thought it was lead pipe but the junk man said it was blocked-tin, worth more than lead
pipe. We had about $60 from the wagon load. We hadn't taken much off the pile in the
back yard but it was missed. There was a ruckus between the plumber and Mr. Marsden
and Mr. Marsden ended up keeping all of the valuable blocked-tin pipe since he was the
owner of the house. He also took our $60.
Christmas morning I received an adult bicycle. I was very happy with it until some of the
neighborhood boys started teasing, saying it was a second hand bicycle. My father bought
it at Sears Roebuck. It was a JC Higgins, the Sears Brand bicycle, plain red color paint,
probably the most inexpensive bicycle my father could buy. With so many children in the
Schemm family or from gossip within our church, the story was common knowledge that
my family had to leave Kensington and we were living with my father's aunt because we
had no place else to live. Kids could be mean and this was their way to downgrade my
Christmas present. So it wasn't a new Schwinn or Roadmaster bicycle, both top brands,
but it was a new bicycle and I learned how miserable some kids could be.
The first snow this winter was like a winter wonderland. Living in Tacony was living in the
country, especially with the Keystone Park a hundred feet from our front door. The
memory of that winter in the country would carry with me into my adult years with a
desire to own a farm in the country and not live in the city.
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Within the three block stretch of Torresdale Avenue, from Unruh Avenue to Disston
Street, was just about every variety of shop keepers you could ask for. The public library
was on the corner of Knorr Street and Torresdale Avenue and the Liberty Theater half a
block further north. On the corners of Longshore and Torresdale Avenues was a large
Food market similar to the A&P from Kensington; an Atlantic Service station owned by a
man called Charlie Williard who also serviced heating systems and sold heating oil; a
Woolworth 5¢ & 10¢ store and I can't remember what was on the fourth corner. One day
Charlie Williard would become a huge electrical and mechanical contractor in
Philadelphia and I would work for him but we never met when I was living in Tacony.
A few doors north of the Woolworths store was a Jewish Delicatessen. I became friends
with two boys whose parents owned the Deli, spending some evenings studying with
Lenard, who was in my class at school. They lived in an apartment above the Deli. The
boys were kindred spirits having experienced bullying in schools themselves.
I am not sure if it was after leaving the Deli or on another occasion but I left Torresdale
Avenue walking home along Longshore Avenue just as it was getting dark at night. I
reached into my pocket for something and when I pulled my hand out of my pocket some
change came with it and rolled down into a grating over a window well in the sidewalk
alongside a closed up big building. I tried to look down into the grating to see where my
money had fallen but it was too dark below to see where the money was laying.
Frustrated, I lit a match thinking the light from the match would help but it burned down
too quickly burning my thumb and finger. I lit another match with the same result. A
better idea, I struck the match and dropped it into the space between the steel bars. I
thought I would see the bottom of the well before the match burned out and come up
with a way to retrieve my cash. Only the match did not burn out. It ignited some paper
and within seconds was smoldering.
I looked around. It was dark now and I could not see anyone on the street. I was scared.
No way was I going to tell people, my parents, that I was dropping lit matches into a
window well. I walked away toward home. Looking back I could not see any flames or
even a glow in the dark above the grate and sidewalk. Maybe the fire went out?
I stood outside Jean's corner store looking up Longshore Ave trying to decide what to do
next when I saw some people up Longshore Ave gathering at the grating, then I heard the
sirens. The fire department, located on the opposite side of Keystone Park on Longshore
Ave had a fire engine at the grating in a matter of minutes. The firemen were there no
longer than ten minutes. After the fire engine drove away I walked back up to the crowd
of people and kids still milling around the grating. I asked a kid what happened. He said
someone dropped a lit cigarette into the window well and some accumulated trash
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caught on fire. A man spoke up and said the owner will get a citation from the fire
department for allowing trash to accumulate in his window well. I went home relieved I
had not caused a catastrophe and vowing to be careful with matches from then on. I
forgot about my lost change.
The school bullying was no longer an issue and I was riding my bike in every direction at
every opportunity. I visited another aunt, Aunt Mat McIlfatrick on Princeton Avenue. Her
daughter Mary was 6 months older than I was and she was very pretty. Cousin or not, I
rode up to visit a few times and Aunt Mat always had some goodies to eat.
Easter was coming, so was warmer
weather. Dave and I had been going to
classes to become full members of the
Methodist Church. After weeks of classes
learning what was expected of us as an
adult member of the congregation we
were confirmed with larger group of boys
and girls on Palm Sunday, April 10, 1949.
School finished in June. The Tacony
Bathhouse opened in June. The photo is
from 1916, the year the bathhouse was
opened. The road in front with trolley
tracks and cobble stones is State Road. When I lived in Tacony, State Road was smooth
blacktop surface. The
bathhouse was at the
foot of the TaconyPalmyra Bridge at
State Road and Levick
Street.
The pool, run by the
City of Philadelphia,
was opened six days a
week, closed on
Sundays. Boy’s days
were
Tuesdays,
Thursdays
and
Saturdays. Girl’s days
were
Mondays,
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Wednesdays and Fridays. I think the pool opened at 9am or 10am. Boys would line up at
the front door and the life guards would restrict entry to what they considered a safe
number of swimmers.
Swimming sessions were for an hour. At the end of our hour everyone had to evacuate
the pool building before the life guards admitted the next group of swimmers. To prevent
us from getting out of the pool and get into the back of the line for the next hour the life
guards would feel the bathing suit of every boy entering the Bath House to determine if
they were wet. Wet bathing suit, no entry!
Some of the guys tried throwing their bathing suits under the tires of moving automobiles
on State Road or cars coming off the Tacony Bridge onto Levick Street, believing the tires
running over the bathing suits would wring out all the water and dry the bathing suit
faster. Some kids had two bathing suits, the wet one under their pants, a dry bathing suit
wrapped in their towel for the life guard to examine. The bathing suit trick under
automobile tires never worked for me and I only had one bathing suit. But the life guards
were lenient if the crowd was sparse. A good time of the day to try getting in two hours
in a row was early morning but then swimming was best in the hot afternoon. I learned
to swim in the Tacony Bathhouse.
Some of the Tacony kids talked about their escapades of swimming in the Delaware River.
It scared me thinking about it but also was a little exciting thinking about it. I had been
over to the river's banks a couple of times with my cousin Dave and some of the other
boys but it had always been too cold to think about swimming. The route to the river
bank was down along old empty streets between Disston factory buildings. There were a
few Disston buildings still producing saws and files but most of the buildings were boarded
up, a few even had loose boards for nosy kids to enter and investigate. For some reason
I never did.
I would not ride my bike down to the river. I would have to park my bike to walk over
rough areas where the bike could not have been ridden or leave the bike to explore. That
was like leaving your bike out as a gift for whomsoever chanced upon it when I was
elsewhere. I had a lock to immobilize the rear wheel but so did other kids whose bikes
disappeared.
Walking between closed factory buildings on what would have been Knorr Street was
eerie on a hot summer afternoon. Quiet, no breeze and the hot sun beating down on red
brick and dirt! Half way to the river was a peach tree with huge ripe peaches. Great for
cooling off but the juices became fly and wasp bait on sticky fingers. Down at the river
between the end walls of several factory buildings and the river bank was a pile of
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boulders. Trees on either side along the bank also made a curtain from eyes on the
Tacony-Palmyra Bridge or passing boats making this area semi private. This was called
Tarzan's Beach for an old guy who used to lay naked in the sun on the boulders or swim
in the river. We steered clear of this area when he was around.
One afternoon I made the trip down to the river. If Tarzan was not around I was going to
try hanging my feet in the river water, maybe try swimming even though I was cautious
of the strong river current. Tarzan was not there. I sat on a rock and took off my shoes
and socks, soaking my feet in the cold water lapping at the rocks. I was thinking about
going in for a swim when a great big turd floated by, bouncing off my ankle. I put on my
socks and shoes, headed home and never went down to the river again.
On the corner of
Longshore Ave and
Tulip Street, a hundred
feet or so from our front
door was the old Tacony
Saving Fund Society
Building. It had been
closed for years but the
second floor was rented
out for community
affairs.
It was also
rented out for wedding
receptions.
Most
weddings
were
in
churches but many
newlyweds must have
sought locations for
their receptions other than in a church hall. The obvious reason, churches would have
frowned on serving beer or wine on church property. The Tacony Saving Fund second
floor would hold many people plus allow for beer, wine and dancing too.
Often on hot Saturday nights we would hear music coming from the second floor hall.
The side doors were always wide open because Air Conditioned buildings were few, if
any, in our neighborhoods. I can't be sure the Liberty Theater was Air Conditioned in
1949. Kids are curious and my cousin Dave and I were no different. The doors were open,
the loud music and many voices having a party was too much to resist. We cautiously
walked up the stairs to look around. Someone spied us and a man invited us in for
something to eat. There was a long table with goodies; rolls, bread, boiled ham, Swiss
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cheese, cookies, etc. He said help ourselves to something. I took a paper plate, made a
ham and cheese sandwich, added on a couple of cookies and some candy and thanked
him. We quietly left. I took my plate home. I didn't like Swiss cheese but knew my mother
did. She enjoyed the sandwich while I finished off the cookies and candy. Not all wedding
parties were as generous to kid gate crashers but when they were, I made sure to take a
sandwich for my mother.
I was never a baseball fan and even though I was only playing scratch softball games in
Tacony Park when we found enough players to keep the softball from getting lost, my
year living in Tacony started me following the Philadelphia Phillies. From the beginning
of the season the Phillies were in contention with the Brooklyn Dodgers, the Boston
Braves and the Cincinnati Reds. There was a grocery store on Tulip Street in a small brick
single story building behind the Tacony Saving Fund building. The owner had the ball
game on his radio every day the Phillies were playing. Only he was a Brooklyn fan. The
Phillies never quite held their own that year and the grocer had fun letting me know when
they lost a game. The Dodgers won the pennant that year but we would have moved
away from Tacony by then.
A great memory of the time was climbing the tree in front of our house. During the

summer the leaves hid us from view from passerby eyes as seen in this photo. I did fall
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out of the tree one night landing on an exposed root right on my tailbone. I thought I was
going to die. The amazing thing is the tree is still growing and healthy. It must by 150
years old today.
During the summer my parents found a house they could afford to buy, back in
Kensington. I had not been privy to any of their conversation or thinking or decision
making. Living in Aunt Madge's house and living in Tacony had been, for me, a wonderful
learning experience. We were going to return to Stella Street, to the house next door to
where I had lived as a baby. I did not have to go back to the Hamilton Disston School for
the eighth grade which greatly pleased me. I would return to Stetson Jr. High School for
the eighth grade and my sister Clara would be going to the Elkin Elementary School at E
and Clearfield Streets.
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Chapter Four
1949 - 1953 "Back to Stella Street"
We moved into another small row house in Kensington, this time at 242 E. Stella Street in
July 1949. The rooms in the brick row house were very small compared to the high, airy
rooms on Longshore Avenue. My memory of our previous Kensington homes is hazy.
Mutter Street and Phillip Street memories are dark and negative while Lippincott Street
and Longshore Avenue memories are light and positive even to this day.
The Fizell ancestors lived in much smaller Philadelphia row homes than our "new" house
on Stella Street. The house was built in the latter part of the 19th Century, probably about
60 or 70 years old in 1949. The following two drawings are floor plans of the first floor
and second floor. There was a full sized basement with a low ceiling height of less than
six feet.
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Yes, our new home was small and cozy. I had the upstairs back bedroom, large enough
for a small day bed or large cot and a high chest with drawers. Clara and Jackie shared
the middle bedroom and my parents had the front bedroom overlooking Stella Street.
There wasn't much time between settling on the sale of the house and moving in for my
parents to paint or wallpaper the inside of the house but I still remember the Pine-Sol
odor after my mother had disinfected all the closets, kitchen cabinets and wood floors.
With my father working, my mother painted most of the wood trim after we moved in.
Money was still tight for them so they did not have any new wallpaper on the walls at the
time.
Although it was small, I was happy with my new bedroom. I did not have to share it with
my sisters. However, the bathroom was very small. The only fixtures were a toilet with
a mirrored medicine cabinet on the wall above the toilet and a big heavy ceramic coated
cast iron tub with claw feet. No wash basin. There was enough room to stand in front of
the toilet or stand over the tub and bend down to reach the faucets. I missed the
bathroom sink. I imagined some people sat on the toilet seat to lean over the tub to brush
their teeth. In the wall high above the tub was a small window. Looking out you could
see sky and a glimpse of the roof of the house next door, separated from our house by
the alley between kitchens of our house and our neighbor’s house.
Describing the size and layout of our house on Stella Street would seem to indicate my
total distain for the house. Not so. The atmosphere in the house was warm and
welcoming to any who came in our front door. My parents, especially my mother, who
was a warm and cheerful hostess, since my father worked most evenings. In the next few
years many new friends will come and keep coming back, again and again. Yes, the house
was small yet I would buy my own house on this block of Stella Street in another nine
years.
Things were never easy for my parents. We were hardly in the house when my sisters
and I came down with harsh coughs. The doctor said we needed our tonsils removed.
Clara and Jackie had their tonsils removed in the Children's hospital. I was over 5 feet tall,
too tall for the beds in Children's hospital. My tonsils are destined to follow me to the
grave.
After the open spaces of Tacony, living on Stella Street had the feeling of closeness but
was somehow more comforting and none of the unpleasantness of Phillip Street. On one
end of the block was the five story Gibbs Underwear factory along Ella Street. On the
other end of the block at B Street was the loading area of the three story factory building
of the Penn Jersey company. Stella Street traffic was "One Way". Cars had to enter off
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Ella Street which limited traffic to mostly people who lived on the street. But it was the
friendliness of the neighbors that made living on Stella Street different.
Summer nights could be miserable for sleeping. The flat black roofs sucked in the sun's
rays making the upstairs an oven. On hot nights many of the street's adult residents sat
on their front steps late into the night talking to neighbors rather than trying to sleep in
their own hot bedrooms. The neighbors seemed to care for each other like a big family.
That friendliness included the children. I met the kids in the new neighborhood and was
welcomed without reservations.
Before the summer was over I went to spend a weekend with my father's parents who
had moved into a new home on Solly Avenue in Rhawnhurst in NE Philadelphia. Aunt
Milda's family lived on the next street. Milda Law was my father's sister. Her son Billy
was three years younger than I was and when I visited my grandparents overnight, Billy
and I would sleep in the attic on army cots. That Sunday afternoon Billy and I were playing
in the rear yard. I jumped over a box on the lawn in my bare feet and when I landed I
twisted my left ankle. Uncle Bill, Billy's father, took me to the Nazareth Hospital. X-rays
proved it was only a bad sprain. They taped up the ankle and sent me home with crutches
ending my visit with the grandparents.
At first it was a novelty playing on crutches with the kids on Stella Street. Without
realizing, after a few weeks my arms were getting stronger and I lost weight from the
forced exercise. The neighborhood kids finally teased me enough that I was back playing
without crutches.
I mixed in with a group of boys on our street playing ball and other games like pitching
pennies and tossing baseball cards. Still only 12 years old I was the oldest of this age group
by a year or two. Around Stella Street there was no Keystone Park with ball fields, no soft
ball games, instead we used Pimple Balls and hose balls.
We all had a Pimple ball, available at Sharp's corner store for
15¢ each. It was the perfect ball for bouncing off walls, steps
or having a catch, etc. It was soft enough when it hit a
window, it rarely cracked the glass and there were windows
all over, yet it bounced higher than other balls. The favorite
games were bouncing the ball off the cement steps leading
up to each house, hand baseball in the middle of the street
or seeing who could hit the wires stretching high across the
street from one telephone pole to another pole. The soft
rubber of the Pimple Ball wore out pretty fast making a
puncture happen which would deflate the ball so the ball lost its bounce. When that
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happened we cut the ball in half and played stick ball with the halves. The stick was
usually cut from an old broom. We could play "half" ball with the soft half pimple balls
right in the middle of Stella Street. No matter how hard a half ball was hit, it was soft and
floated, no threat to someone's window.
For the history buff: Pimple balls were made by the Eagle Rubber Company of Ohio. They
went out of business in 1979. The original molds for making the pimple balls were found
by old guys who loved them but the molds proved to be defective when sent to China for
production. One well used pimple ball has been on ebay for three years, asking price
$200. On your computer, Google search "Pimple Balls" for more history.
Another game we played was "hose" ball. We used three inch pieces of an old rubber
garden hose in our hose ball games. When a solid hit sent the hose flying you either
caught it or ducked. It would smart if the hose hit you and it would destroy windows.
Hose
ball
we
played in the Penn
Jersey loading dock
area after they
closed up for the
night
or
on
weekends. Instead
of hitting the hoseball and running
bases, a hit was
made by hitting the
hose onto the
factory
building
wall
and
the
opposing team did
not catch the piece of hose bouncing off the wall. The higher up the wall your piece of
hose hit the wall determined if your hit was a single, double, triple or home run, but only
if the hose was not caught before hitting the ground. Note in the photo, today's Chinese
food store is where John and Stella's grocery store was in the 1950s.
I went to classes at Stetson Jr High School the first week in September for the fall session.
I was in the "Commercial" class, where students were taught skills geared toward entering
the work force after graduation from High School. Had my grades been better I might
have been in the "Academic" class taking courses in preparation for further education
after high school. One of the most valuable classes I had in Stetson was Typing. I learned
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to type a little better than 40 words a minute in the one semester the class was offered;
the next session we had Home Economics class. All the boys in the Commercial classes
had to take Home Economics which was mostly about cooking. Cooking did not rub off
on me but the typing skills would serve me well the rest of my life.
Two days a week there were extracurricular classes or "Clubs" after regular school hours.
One was the Printing Club, with a full sized printing press and bins of metal type. I enjoyed
learning how to set the type and print school posters or bulletins. Mr. Williams was the
teacher for printing club. He also had a class of boys for the print shop during the regular
class hours. The boys in his Industrial Class were learning skills to enter the work force,
for many, as soon as they reached legal working age of 16, would quit school for full time
employment. I began to eat lunch with some of the boys in Mr. Williams Class and hang
with them after school.
Tony Foglia was in Mr. Williams’ regular class and lived on the 3200 block of N. Lee Street
with his Immigrant Italian parents and two older brothers. Tony was a friend of Bob Dell,
a boy I met soon after moving to Stella Street. Bob lived
on the next street north of Stella Street, at 248 E Elkhart
Street with his parents and Marge, Lorraine and Mary
Jane, his three younger sisters. Tony, Bob and I became
friends. Bob Dell would play an important part several
years later that would set me on my life's path. Many of
the boys and girls, even some of the parents I met after
moving to Stella Street would influence my life and some
will be mentioned in this chapter. In the photo of Bob
and Tony, Bob is on the left.
I decided I wanted transfer out of the Commercial Class
into the printing class and went to see my school
counselor. The counselor and Mr. Williams had a
meeting with me and explained that the print class was
composed of boys who experienced difficulty with learning and discipline and my grades,
while not wonderful, were too high to warrant transferring into the print class and I was
too young to waste my education. Most of the boys in Mr. Williams’ class were older than
me by a couple of years due to their repeating a grade or two. When I told Tony what Mr.
Williams and the counselor said he got angry. Not at the teacher or counselor but angry
with me for me trying to transfer into his class. He agreed with Mr. Williams.
So, for a month or so in the early evenings I hung with these older more streetwise guys
from Stetson Jr High School. Their area of hanging out was near Stetson School and along
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Allegheny Avenue. Some of their ideas of fun meant running away from where they
created some commotion or noise before an irritated resident called the police. I didn't
run very fast and I drifted away from their gang and stayed closer to home. Tony was
already hanging around our street. He was sweet on Dawn Graham, a girl who lived at
254 E Stella Street. Tony was already 15 years old and it was evident he would be quitting
school soon. Tony played the accordion while his older brothers played the piano and
Trumpet. I remember the smell of Italian food cooking each time I went into his house
on Lee Street.
One result from my friendship with the boys in Mr. Williams’ class, I never had another
nasty comment from any of the groups or cliques in school. While attending Stetson
school I did run into the boys from my old Phillip Street neighborhood with nary a negative
remark. Of course I was also growing taller and bigger too.
Seemingly every other house on Stella Street had children. Next door to the Grahams
were the Taxis family with two children, Shirley, a year older than me and Joey, two years
younger. Directly across the street from the Taxis family lived the Bradley family, four
boys my age and older, and so forth up and down each side of Stella Street and the same
on the surrounding streets. Many children, all different age groups! During our first year
on Stella Street I played with or associated with various groups of children my age, those
older and others younger.
Bob Dell worked at Joe's Market, a corner grocery/butcher market stocking shelves and
at times taking customer's orders home. To my recollection Bob was also a serious
student, striving to keep excellent grades, so he did not have as much free time as I did.
Tony, a couple years older than I, also moved within other circles of friends. But the
neighborhood did not lack for children for me to associate with. The Patton family, who
lived next to the Grahams, had ten children. Their oldest son was in the Army, the
youngest was Georgie, two years younger than me. Joey Taxis, the same age as Georgie
was short and always trying to prove he was better than the older boys.
There were girls in the street games too. Mostly they were involved when we played
games like Simon Says or Hide and Seek. Bob Dell's younger sister Marge taught me to
whistle through my teeth with a loud shrill whistle. Some of the older kids dated each
other. Shirley Taxis was going with Jimmy Bradley before I moved onto the street. Tony
was always around Dawn Graham, who belonged to a non-denominational Church on the
corner of Kip and Cambria Streets. The pastor was Rev. Bechtel, father of Bruce, a boy in
my class in school. Tony, whose immigrant Italian family was devout Catholic, went to
youth group meetings with Dawn and Shirley at the church, a concern which was raising
Cain in Tony's family
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There were two girls living across Stella Street, Joanne and Patsy Cahill. Joanne, the
younger sister was my age. They taught me to play pinochle on the front step of their
house or sitting in their vestibule in wet weather. Soon I was playing pinochle with their
parents and Molly and Joe Taxis, parents of Shirley and Joey.
Frank Horn (the same Bulletin Branch manager who let me become an Evening Bulletin
Newspaper delivery boy three years earlier) lived up Stella Street on the same side of the
block I did. He and his friends were willing to let me play poker for pennies, always trying
to take my money, not always succeeding.
As in Tacony, and from our earlier homes in Kensington, I roamed wide areas from my
home. The nearest Public Library was on McPherson Square, a city block bounded by E
Street on the west, F Street on the east, Clearfield Street on the north and Indiana Avenue
on the south. It was a short 15 minute walk from our house on Stella Street and I made
many trips to the library signing out books, sometimes four at a time, to take home and
read. My reading tastes were varied. From Greek Gods and monsters, Badlands outlaws
and heroes, Tarzan in the jungles of Africa, life on old sailing ships on the high seas or the
rugged life in the forests of Colonial America. I read most of the books written by James
Fenimore Cooper, Charles Nordhoff & James Hall, Edgar Rice Burroughs, Zane Grey and
some other authors whose names elude me. Thankfully there was no television in my
youth to rob me of those reading experiences. I especially remember lying on the couch
or my bed on rainy days transported to some far off time and place.
A few of the boys talked about roller skating. I no longer had clamp-on skates but they
were talking about the Circus Gardens Roller Skating Rink at 3155 Frankford Ave. We
went skating the first time on a Sunday afternoon. The rink rented shoe skates for those
of us who did not own our own. It took half a dozen trips over there before I was really
comfortable skating backward and making some dancing turns. I did not get up the
courage to ask a girl to dance. They had an organist playing most of the time except when
he needed a break.
Another activity I enjoyed was traveling the city by public transportation on Sundays when
I was young enough to pull it off. On Sundays, children under the age of 12, when
accompanied by an adult, rode the city transportation services for free and the
conductors never questioned our ages. I would ask an adult, preferably a lady, waiting on
Allegheny Avenue for the Route 60 trolley car if I could ride with her. Since my fare was
free, they rarely refused. When the trolley arrived at Kensington Avenue I would look for
an adult ready to climb the stairs to the elevated train, called the "El". I could spend an
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entire afternoon going to Frankford or West Philadelphia and back home again. That fun
ended the first time a conductor questioned my age.
Another way of getting free rides any day of the week was obtaining a transfer pass. A
traveler could ride from one side of the city to the opposite end, changing from trolley to
bus to elevated or subway train cars for one fare. When the passenger paid his initial fare
he asked for a transfer pass, or "transfer". On the next vehicle the passenger handed his
transfer to the conductor and asked for another "transfer". The transfers were color
coded and punched by the conductor so they could not be used for return trips.
Frequently transfer passes were asked for by riders but not always used. A long tradition
with some public transit riders unhappy with high transit fares was to ask for transfer
passes when they did not need them. When this rider got off his final trolley or bus he
would drop the unneeded but good transfer pass to the ground to be found and used by
anyone else. Their way of sticking it to the PTC especially at busy intersections like
Kensington and Allegheny Avenues, usually referred to as K&A. It was not out of the
ordinary to see a broke traveler asking departing passengers if they had a transfer pass. I
always made sure I had enough cash in my pocket for the return trip home if a transfer
pass could not be found.
It must have been near Christmas in 1949. I had recently turned 13 when Bob Dell asked
me if I wanted a job. He was a helper in the corner grocery market/butcher shop on the
corner of B Street and Indiana Avenue. The store was owned by an elderly Jewish couple,
Joe and Tilley. I cannot remember their last name. The market's primary part time stock
clerk was Bobby Messick who lived on Stella Street near Frank Horn. Bobby quit for a
better after school job and Bob Dell was taking over Bobby's job. Bob came and asked if
I wanted his old job? I said yes and said that I was 14 years old. Joe ignored the fact I
might need working papers since there were no taxes coming out of our pay.
Bob worked four days a week after school and on Saturdays. I
would work after school Thursday, Friday and all day Saturday
helping Bob. Joe and Tilley were strict employers and there was
no love for them from Bob. If a customer had a complaint it was
common practice for Bob or me to receive the blame for the
problem. I did enjoy earning the cash though. Whether it was
because Joe and Tilley were Jewish or because Bob and I felt
especially devout at the time, we both took off two hours to go to
Good Friday Services at Bethel Temple, another nondenominational church located on Allegheny Avenue across from Stetson Jr. High School.
Fridays and Saturdays were the stores busiest days and it was our way of sticking it to Joe
and Tilley.
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I cannot remember the reason but in the Spring of 1950 I quit the part time job with Joe
and Tilley while Bob was still there. Shirley Taxis broke up with Jimmy Bradley and Bob
started his courting of her. His free time was taken with Shirley, working at Joe's Market
and studying for school. About this time I had been caught smoking a few times and
sternly lectured not to smoke. So while not smoking at home or in front of my parents or
around my house, the subject was ignored for the time being.
Roller skating at the Circus Gardens ended when one of the boys got into an altercation
with some Richmond boys. I started going to the Carmen Roller Skating Rink at 3226
Germantown Ave just above Allegheny Avenue or the Crystal Palace one block north at
3301 Germantown Ave but none of the kids around Stella Street seemed interested in
making skating at the indoor rinks a habit so I stopped going.
Living directly across Stella Street from our house was the Ryan family. Mr. Ryan was a
truck driver and he had boys a few years younger than I was. Mr. Ryan was building a
new house in New Jersey. He would drive his truck home during the day to drop off large
packing crates and set them on his sidewalk. They took up most of the sidewalk. In the
evenings and on his day off he would remove
all the nails from the crates and store the
wood boards in his basement. It did not help
his efforts if it rained before he could get
back to the task of knocking down the crates.
One Saturday I helped him removing the
nails from the shipping crates, following his
instructions using a large hammer style nail puller like the one in this photo. The wood
boards were yellow pine and would split if care were not taken while removing the nails.
It was easy to split and ruin a board. Mr. Ryan trusted me to do a good job. Some of the
other boys tried helping him but they were careless and rough, splitting some boards. Mr.
Ryan let me keep the puller in my house and would pay me a dollar for knocking down
each crate he would drop off at his house while he was driving his truck.
A few times after school I walked the railroad tracks up Ormes Street along the factories
from Clearfield Street north to Tioga Street where the tracks went into the Philco Plant. I
was looking for Garter Snakes. They hid under rocks along the tracks. Usually I just let
them go. A couple of times I tried to keep one but my mother had different ideas. Toward
the end of the school year I found a long green and black beauty. I put him in a cloth bag
and left it in the rear yard overnight. Taking the bag to school the next day I managed to
evade being caught with the snake until it got out of the bag in the last class of the day. I
quickly caught the snake and put it back in the bag, content I had raised a ruckus in class.
The teacher, who liked me, did not send me to the school office for discipline.
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Mr. Cahill, Patsy and Joanne's father, was building a house by himself in Trevose. One
night we were playing pinochle he was complaining he needed help at the new house site.
I volunteered. On several nice Saturdays or Sundays I helped him lay concrete blocks on
the footings he had poured earlier or moving some piles of sand that were dumped in the
wrong location by a delivery dump truck. In addition to showing me how to mix mortar
and lay concrete blocks level and plumb Mr. Cahill also taught me some carpentry skills.
If my memory is correct I did not receive or ask for any money when I helped him. Must
have been his daughters!
On June 25, 1950 North Korea invaded South Korea and the United States was involved
in a military conflict, not a war. All the boys realized we would be drafted once we hit 18
years of age. Jimmy Bradley lived across the street from Shirley Taxis and she had recently
broken off their relationship and was now Bob Dell's girlfriend. Jimmy was almost 18. He
had been out of school for a year and was now not working. He was a short, slight built
boy, shorter than me. He wanted to join the Paratroopers but was underweight. He was
lifting some dumbbells and eating bananas by the bunch trying to pass the physical. He
did and enlisted in the Army.
Neighbor Donald Patton, Georgie Patton's big brother came home from Korea. He had
been badly wounded and received a medical discharge from the US Army. After he
recovered he re-enlisted in the Marines and went back to Korea. Harry Meyer who lived
near Bob Dell on Elkhart Street was a medic in the Army. He stepped on an anti-personnel
mine in Korea and part of his foot was missing. He received a medical discharge and had
a job at one of the local factories but he walked with a cane and a limp.
In the fall of 1950 I met another group of boys my own age at Sharps corner store at B
and Clearfield Streets. The Sharp family served lunch for neighboring factories and in the
evening they catered to the neighbors with dipped ice cream cones and sodas along with
patent medicines, cigarettes, cigars, newspapers. Go two or three blocks in any direction
and there would be a similar corner store, all acting as a gathering place for neighboring
boys and girls. Boys mostly! The next four years my life, while not centered at Sharps
Store, the vastly different groups of boys and girls who passed by Sharps corner had a
positive influence the way I handled peer pressure.
This new group of boys I met would become our own small clique. Alex Gordon, lived
with his parents and younger brother Tommy. His family, recently emigrated from
Scotland and lived on the 200 block of E. Lippincott Street. Ray Slowinski, whose family
moved to Philadelphia from Hazleton, PA had four children. Ray, his older brothers,
Benny and Wladz (Polish for Walter and pronounced Vouge) and a younger sister Loretta!
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They lived on B Street, two doors north of Joe & Tilley's Market. Bob Piatek with his
mother and older brother Tom lived on Indiana Avenue in the house right next to Joe &
Tilley's Market. And last, Richard Stutzman whose family lived on Lippincott Street, two
doors from the Gordon family. Rich was a classmate of mine in Stetson. This is a photo of
Rich. Alex and Ray were in Catholic school together and were close friends. Bob Piatek
was a year younger, also in Catholic school. He lived around the corner from Ray and
usually followed Ray. As a group we initially bonded at Sharp's corner
but there were so many groups of boys of varying ages meeting at
Sharp's corner, Mr. Sharp kept telling all the boys to congregate
elsewhere.
For a while we hung out at my house, or on Lippincott Street near Alec
& Rich's house. Then we began to hang out at the house of Bobbie Dingler who lived
across B Street, a couple of houses north of Ray Slowinski's house. Bobbie and her
girlfriends were a year younger than we were.
Besides Bobbie, the girls were Delores (Dee) Grock, who lived in one of the houses near
Alex Gordon and Rich Stutzman on Lipincott Street, Floss Hallman who lived on Elkhart
Street near Bob Dell and Grace Bill who lived on the 2900 block of Boudinot Street.
Boudinot Street was one street east of C Street. The Girls were all classmates at Stetson
Jr High School. I would play in games or associate with other kids but as a group these
boys and girls would become my primary social group until I enlisted in the US Army in
1953, some remaining friends for life.
The boys talked about going to a gym together. The Lighthouse Boys Club had a gym at
Howard and Somerset Streets, about a 15 or 20 minute walk from our neighborhood.
Only Ray and I did join the Lighthouse Club where we worked out with weights after
school, through the summer and on into the next year. There were instructors in the gym
so we did not hurt ourselves. In fact they provided body building guidelines and exercises
I still use. Ray and I worked out steady two nights a week and Saturday mornings.
My father made us a Wrist Roller to strengthen our wrists and forearms. This piece of
exercise equipment never saw the light of day in a gym. He took an old thick broom
handle and cut off a piece about a foot long. He drilled a small hole through the middle
of the stick and passed a 4 foot piece of clothesline through the hole, making a knot on
the end of the clothesline. For a weight, he tied a one gallon glass Coke jug on the other
end of the line and filled the jug with water, which weighed about 9 pounds. The object
of the exercise was to hold the stick straight out from your chest and using your wrists,
forward roll the rope up the stick until the jug was touching the stick, then backward roll
our wrists slowly unrolling the rope, lowering the jug to the sidewalk slowly and carefully
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as to not hit the glass jug on the concrete sidewalk. Yes, we were doing this in front of
my house. The jug had to be rolled up and down the stick twice to count as one repetition.
Ray and I had a large audience doing this exercise.
Kensington could get very hot in the summer months. The sun would bake the concrete
sidewalks, black tar streets and row house's flat black roofs. As in Tacony there was a
public swimming pool at the McVeigh Recreation center, a one square city block bounded
by C and D Streets and E. Ontario and E. Westmoreland Streets. The pool was much like
the Bath House in Tacony except it served what seemed 10 times the number of kids
because the population was much denser in Kensington. Getting into the pool more than
one hour a day was neigh unto impossible due to long lines. I wore my swimming trunks
to the pool but I lost my towel and shirt twice while swimming. After they got my wallet
and social security card I stopped going.
In November 1950 I turned 14 and went looking for a part time job along Kensington
Avenue. Rosenthal Furnishings hired me as a stock clerk. I was able to get working papers
for the part time work. I enjoyed going to work during the Christmas holiday season.
Along Kensington Avenue several music stores had Christmas music and the current top
10 songs blaring from loud speakers. All the stores were decorated with colored flashing
lights. Kensington Avenue under the Elevated Train tracks was a joy to walk, looking in all
the decorated store windows. It was about this time my parents officially acknowledged
that I was smoking cigarettes.
I was now a senior in Stetson, in the 9th grade.
It was assumed I would go to Northeast High
School in the fall of 1951. School had become
fun. I was active in the group of students who
elected William Butler school president. He was
the first black student to be president of Stetson
Jr High School. Bill was a good scholar and
popular with most of the students. He was also
only one of two black students in the school.
Kensington was a white neighborhood. I was
president of the Math Bookroom Aides. All that
meant was we were a group of students who helped keep account of the math books for
the next years influx of students. Besides, a pretty girl, Mary Kay, worked very closely
with me in this task as we were often excused from class for the book club activities.
After school one day in January 1951 the weather was nice enough for a few of the kids
to play ball off the wall of the Gibbs Underwear Company at Ella and Stella Streets when
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Joey Taxis came running up to me. He said his Uncle wanted to offer me a job. I went
into the Taxis home and Joey's mother Mrs. Molly Taxis introduced me to her brother,
Omar Jones. Omar said he was a Refrigeration Serviceman, just starting his own business
and he heard I was a strong boy with a reputation as a hard worker. The months of body
building with Ray Slowinski must have helped. Omar said he needed a helper carrying his
tools and big enough to help him carry refrigerators he repaired for customers. Plus he
would teach me the refrigeration trade. The job would be after school and Saturdays and
I would earn $10 a week, paid under the table without taxes, plus he would pay for my
meals and public carfare if needed. There was one condition. It was a salary job, not
hourly rate. When school let out in June I had to agree that I would still be paid $10 a
week for working full time, six days a week when Omar needed me.
Needless to say I ran home to tell my parents of the job offer. My mother was not
convinced until she heard more and my father was at work. Omar came by the house
when my father was home. I was there too. Omar said most days he would pick me up
at home or at school and drop me off at home after his service calls were completed.
There were no regular hours to his business and he said some days after school I would
take public transportation to his shop in West Philadelphia where he would leave tasks
for me to do. He would feed me meals and pay for transportation. And I would learn a
trade. My parents reluctantly gave their permission.
At first my father wanted me to pay board now that I had a steady income but I needed
clothes beyond what I already owned. Grandmom Roberts gave me her Lit Brother's
Department Store Charge Card and I made my first shopping trip to 8th and Markets
Streets. I bought several flannel shirts and a couple pairs of pants. The deal with my
grandmother was I would pay her back at $10 a month for what I bought on her Charge
Card. I bought a couple of things for Clara and Jackie while I was on my shopping spree.
That ended my father's ideas about charging me board. My father paid for a suit for Easter
and Graduation from Stetson, the last item of clothing he ever bought for me.
In school It was time to choose a course for High School. I was accepted for the September
1951 Refrigeration Course at Dobbins Vocational School located at 22nd and Lehigh
Avenue. But September was 8 months away and I was working for Omar Jones.
Omar lived in an apartment in West Philadelphia. I had been working for him about a
month when we went to some of Omar's 'old' customers. For some time he had been
servicing the refrigeration units of Dave's Grocery Store at 50th and Parrish Streets plus a
beer distributor several blocks away, both originally as barter-type customers. For food
or beer he kept their refrigeration equipment trouble free. He went to both businesses
for what he called a 'maintenance inspection'. We carried a gallon of Carbon
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tetrachloride, rags, some hand tools, flash lights, plus a small tank of Freon 12 with a hose
down into a hot basement filled with cartons. Omar showed me the location of three belt
driven refrigeration units and left to go upstairs to talk to Dave while I performed the
maintenance.
After checking each drive belt for correct operating tension I wrapped a rag around my
head to cover my nose, pulled each electric disconnect switch off and used the Freon 12
to blow each condenser's fins clear of dust and dirt which only coated the motors and
compressors with the dirt from the condensers. I then used the Carbon Tet. to wipe clean
the motors, compressors and complete units. In the 1950s Carbon Tetrachloride was the
solvent of choice. Carbon Tet was used in fire extinguishers to put out fires and was the
best solvent available to clean up dirt and grease. The basement was hot from the
refrigeration units operation and the Carbon Tet evaporated quickly as I washed down
the equipment. Suddenly I realized I was very dizzy, even drunk. After a few moments
contemplating what was wrong with me I stumbled through the rows of cartons and up
the stairs. I told Omar I didn't feel well. Once he understood my problem he laughed
then explained I stayed down stairs too long. I should have come up for some air, then
gone back down to work again. He said Carbon Tet can make you lightheaded if exposed
to it for too long a period of time. Once my head cleared I went downstairs and finished
the work.
The weather was still cold so refrigerators were not breaking down. To make ends meet
Omar was replacing dim incandescent
lighting fixtures by installing newly
developed ceiling florescent light fixtures for
merchants on South Street in south
Philadelphia. Most of the stores were
owned by Jewish merchants. The old storefront row of buildings were wide and the
ceilings were 10 to 12 feet high and covered
with tin sheets stamped with ornate
patterns. Within a month I was able to work
with him as a second installer. Omar taught
me to respect electric, even letting me get a few shocks for emphasis. This was in 1951
and the work was crude by today's standards. We strung BX metal cable from old plug
fuse boxes in dirt floor basements to the new florescent fixtures we screwed to the old
metal ceilings. As we were installing the lighting fixtures, neighboring merchants came
out of their stores to see what we were doing. Omar always liked to turn on the new light
fixtures in the late afternoon or on dark dreary days. The new lighting had other
merchant's jaws dropping when they saw the vast improvement over their old
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incandescent globe lighting. Omar was able to use the electric lighting installations as fill
in since refrigeration work was slow which is why he needed a helper in February.
Even with the electrical work in the early cold months of 1951 there were days Omar did
not need me after school but he still paid my salary. On my free afternoons and evenings,
it was usually meeting Ray, Alex, Rich and Bob when they were available or stopping by
Sharp's Corner. The talk on the corner was usually about who was old enough and
physically fit to be drafted and sent to Korea. Few of the boys in the neighborhood
expected draft deferments for college.
The groups of boys were mostly segregated by age and whether they were working or in
school. Because there were brothers amongst the boys hanging together on this corner,
the different age groups had a family like tolerance for each other. There were no close
playgrounds or ball fields. After school, boys of various ages challenged each other to
basketball or football games.
The north half of Ormes Street was
great for sports, with railroad tracks
on one side and the Penn Jersey
factory building on the other. There
were rarely cars parked along the
curbs. The distance from Sharp's
Corner to Ormes Street at Clearfield
Street was not much more than 100
feet.
Some-one had bolted a
basketball back-board and rim up on
a telephone pole on the sidewalk
next to the railroad tracks. Trains on
this track in my time were a rarity.
Vehicular traffic on Ormes Street was at a minimum and row houses were too far down
the block of Ormes Street for residents to complain about our noisy games so there was
no one to call the police to chase us.
At times the older boys would play football or basketball against the younger boys on
Ormes Street but more often it would be a scratch game with the one who brought a ball
to the corner with any boys available. The photo above shows the Ormes Street side of
the Penn Jersey building pretty much the way it was in 1950. Today the railroad tracks
have been removed and the land abandoned to weeds and trees. The basketball
backboard and net have been removed from the telephone pole but this photo provides
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an image of an area where the neighborhood boys could play sports games without
bothering neighbors, an uncommon benefit in Kensington.
I remember my first bad experience with whiskey. The Stetson Jr. High School senior
school trip was to Washington DC. We went by school bus to the North Broad Street
Railroad Station and took trains to Washington, changing onto buses to tour the
monuments and buildings. Another kid and I secured a pint of whiskey, drinking it on the
train before we arrived in Washington. By the time we boarded the buses in Washington
I was very tipsy. Several of the girls helped me steer clear of the teachers accompanying
us and the school trip ended up being a blur, only memories of being silly, no great
memories of Washington itself. I graduated without further incident.
I was visiting the Taxis family and learned from Mr. Taxis that a year ago Omar had been
working as a refrigeration serviceman and was laid off for the winter. That was when he
decided to go into business for himself. Omar's repair shop was in the middle room of his
2nd floor apartment at 5101 Reno Street in West Philadelphia. His wife Jean, son Ronald
and daughter Jeanne used one room for sleeping and as a
living room. Also, there was a huge kitchen and bathroom
in the apartment. Jean was pregnant so there would soon
be a third child.
Omar placed Coldspot Refrigerator repair ads in the
Philadelphia newspapers as a base for his new service
business. Sears Roebuck's Coldspot brand may have sold
half the domestic refrigerators in the country. The
mechanical section of Coldspot Refrigerators, including
the freezer, had the unique ability to be completely
removed from the refrigerator cabinet to be serviced
outside the customer's home with little disruption in their
home.
Against the wall in the middle room of Omar's apartment was a small bench and a
homemade stand where Omar started my education in refrigeration. He explained all the
functions of every part as we completely disassembled the mechanical unit including the
theory of refrigeration and the proper technique to reassemble it with new parts. Omar
assured me every Coldspot refrigerator came with easy maintenance instructions. "Keep
the finned radiator clean of dust and dirt and oil two motor bearings." Because very few
owners followed the instructions Omar would have a good supply of customers. He
advertised to "Completely rebuild your Coldspot for $37.50 with a one year Guarantee".
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On the first Saturday in April 1951 Omar would be busy elsewhere and he left me some
tasks to complete in his shop, plus in the rear yard of his apartment building there were
two refrigerators he wanted stripped of all usable parts. I took my Uncle Howard Roberts
with me by public transportation to the shop in West Philadelphia. Howard was two years
younger than I was and it was my way of showing off my new job. After displaying my
prowess on some compressor parts and exposing him to some Sulfur Dioxide vapors,
Howard and I attacked the junk refrigerators. We pulled them into the street by the curb
and began tearing them apart. I did not let on to Howard that this was my first attempt
at harvesting some good used parts. The day got hot, hitting 70° and we were working in
the sun, having removed our shirts to enjoy the nice day. The combination of sweat and
fiberglass over our arms, chests and other exposed skin was soon unbearable. We hosed
off in the yard but our young sensitive skin felt on fire. Omar's wife Jean was still laughing
as she sent us home.
Omar had a few more electric lighting jobs on South Street. South Street, from Broad
Street to the Delaware River, was a mass of shoppers on Fridays and Saturdays most of
the year. During the warmer months the sidewalks were jammed, especially at nights.
Omar worked long hours when he had customers so it was not uncommon for us to work
late into the evenings. One Saturday night we were rushing to finish installing new
florescent lighting in a Dry Goods Store. I was in the street loading the truck while he was
settling up with the merchant when I felt a hand on the small of my back. I turned around
and came nose to nose with a very pretty black girl. She was talking to me but I couldn't
quite understand what she was saying. This went on for a few minutes when I heard
Omar laughing, coming out from the store. He told her, "Not this night honey!" or
something to that effect. We finished loading the truck and he drove to Pat's Steaks at
9th & Passyunk Avenue where he bought us dinner. He explained that the girl was a
prostitute. She wanted $5.00 to get into the truck with me.
Omar's 1940 Dodge 1/2 ton Panel truck was the first of
many service type vehicles I would work out of over
the next 50 years. This photo is not a far cry from what
his truck looked like except his was green. Omar's
truck was already eleven years old and pretty beat up.
He had trouble getting it started, especially in wet
weather. One rainy night we were trying to get to a
service call in a night club on Chestnut Street in center
city. I still remember viewing the red bricks and trolley
tracks between my arms as I pushed that truck on Chestnut St. while Omar tried jumping
the clutch to kick the engine to life.
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To keep his truck running Omar would stop by the garage of a Uniform Rental company
in West Philadelphia for maintenance and repairs. Their fleet mechanic was a guy by the
name of Charlie whose right arm was a little shorter than his left arm due to injuries as a
kid when he was thrown from a horse. After business hours Charlie would open the
garage and work on Omar's truck. If I was with Omar I waited in Charlie's small office out
of their way. Omar always brought along a few quarts of beer. There were always
magazines laying around or in the side drawer of Charlie's desk to keep me from being
too bored while waiting. One day I found a few little 2" x 4" comic books in Charlie's desk,
my introduction to pornography.
Omar and Jean bought a
house
at
4717
N.
Lawrence Street and
moved in on a day while I
was in school.
Omar
picked me up that day
after school and took me
to the house. For the next
week I helped him
construct a shop in the
basement which had
direct access up seven
steps into the rear yard.
We made a work bench,
hung florescent light
fixtures, ran electric outlet
boxes all over the
basement and stretched a
50 foot coil of copper tubing from the basement up through the kitchen and rear bedroom
to the top corner of a window frame to the outside of the building. Many household
refrigerators operated with Sulfur Dioxide (S02) refrigerant, a noxious gas that was very
irritating to the throat and lungs in confined spaces. The gas odor could be neutralized
by bleeding the refrigerant out of the refrigerator through a hose submerged into a
bucket of water and plain household liquid Ammonia but that resulted in a lot of odorless
smoky vapor. The easiest way to get rid of the SO2 was to purge it to the atmosphere
away from people. Hence the 50 foot run of copper tubing toward the roof of his building!
Lawrence Street was one street east of 5th Street and the 4700 block lay between
Wyoming Avenue and the Roosevelt Boulevard, much closer to my home on Stella Street
than his apartment in West Philadelphia. Now I could take the Route 60 trolley over
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Allegheny Avenue to 5th Street and transfer to the Route 47 trolley up to Wyoming
Avenue and walk the one block to Omar's house and shop. I started working for Omar in
January. I could say much about Omar but above all else, he was a good teacher. He
developed me into a decent basic electrician at 14 years of age. In his apartment he
taught me how to physically rebuild Coldspot refrigeration units. I still had a month of
school and on days Omar did not need to pick me up from school for some job he had, he
left Coldspot units in his shop for me to rebuild after school.
Before the wrong impression is given, I made many mistakes working on my own. More
than once SO2 leaked from a Coldspot unit I was working on in the shop. Usually I was
able to connect the unit to the copper purge line to the roof for minimal SO2 leakage in
the shop but there were times the leak was too great to contain. Jean had her baby by
now and she and the baby were upstairs. I did not want to gas them out of the house.
On those occasions I played the hero between gulps of fresh air up the six steps to the
yard and holding my breath trying to contain the leak on the unit in the basement. Of
course the gas had me coughing and choking. Frequently, after disconnecting the leaking
unit from the service manifold hoses and electric outlet, I would carry the unit up the
steps to the yard by myself to let the gas escape to the outside atmosphere, finally
collapsing to catch my breath and stop choking. A few years later a doctor in the Army
said my throat and esophagus was like raw meat. No doubt, a result of how as a kid I
prided myself on being able to work longer than anyone else in contaminated areas.
School was on summer vacation and my working hours changed. Usually after 9am Omar
would pick me up at my house. The customers were now more often Bars and
Restaurants, commercial refrigerators, walk-in coolers and freezers with fewer domestic
refrigerator customers. Every day was another learning experience. Omar specialized
now in draught beer systems. We both carried glass thermometers in metal tubes in our
shirt pockets. Omar loved his beer. Most service calls began with Omar going behind the
bar, making a show of looking into the beer dispenser cabinet then putting one
thermometer in a glass, he would fill the glass with beer. Our thermometers were
mercury in glass and within a minute he could read the accurate beer temperature. We
were there on a service call so more often than not the beer ran a little wild and was not
cold enough. But it was always cold enough for Omar to drink it down before heading to
the basement where the beer walk-in box and mechanical unit was located. Another
lesson learned.
I believe it was the Sunday of Memorial Day weekend that I was off and went camping for
the day with Bob Dell. It wasn't really a camping trip over night, just for the day. Bob
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owned two rifles and wanted to go target shooting. Neither of
us were old enough to drive. Bob just about prepared everything
the night before. He had US
Army surplus gear; a mess kit,
canteen & cover attached to a
web belt, a small folding shovel
and an Army backpack besides
his
rifles,
targets
and
ammunition. I did bring some hot
dogs and cans of baked beans
with my own canteen on a web belt. We rolled Bob's rifles
in small blankets and walked to the 60 trolley car on
Allegheny Avenue. Bob even had the location scoped out.
We took the Germantown Avenue trolley to the end of the line in Chestnut Hill where we
boarded a bus north on Bethlehem Pike to Fort Washington. We got off the bus at an
Automobile Dealership, which was closed on Sundays, and walked about half a mile into
the woods following a narrow path to an abandoned quarry. We spent the day target
shooting, cooking our lunch of dogs and beans, sort of wondering what it would be like to
be in the wilderness on our own. Bob would have made a great army scout, he loved the
woods.
The very act of carrying what were obviously rifles on three different public transportation
vehicles did not so much as raise an eyebrow or questioning look from the other
passengers or the conductors. One look at us and everyone knew were going hunting or
shooting. I said it before, this was a different time.
Omar had accumulated a number of used Coldspot refrigerators. He stripped the cabinet
of hardware such as hinges, handles, Logos, etc and scrapped the cabinets, keeping the
mechanical units in his shop for spare parts. He developed a system of selling Coldspot
customers rebuilt units right out of the truck. We would go on service calls with two or
three different refurbished model units in racks he built into his truck. On a complaint of
a warm refrigerator, Omar would fuss and fidget with the motor or thermostat then
pronounce the unit needed to be rebuilt. He could have it done in a week or so. What
was the customer to do without a refrigerator during the summer heat? Well, Omar
happened to have a rebuilt unit in his truck he just completed for another customer who
could not take delivery until pay day. Omar offered to sell this customer the unit in his
truck. Don't worry, it had the same one year guarantee for $42.50. Oops, the advertised
price had gone up for the summer weather. The customer agreed. We removed the
freezer door and left the door and customer's ice cube trays on the wire shelves, then
exchanged the customers unit with a unit from the truck, installed the freezer door,
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turned on the unit and checked to be sure it was working properly. Customer paid and
was happy, with little mess in his kitchen.
There was another trade secret Omar taught me; Omar's secret. The motor attached to
the compressor in the Coldspot refrigerator unit had a fan on it that drew regular room
air over the condenser (radiator). This condenser had fins attached to tubing that would,
over time, block with normal dust and dirt from within the home. When the dirt on the
fins accumulated to make a mat of dust, hair, dirt, etc., the fan could not draw enough air
over the condenser and the unit would run hot, no longer able to make the evaporator
cold enough to form ice cubes, hence a warm refrigerator. That is not the secret. The
secret was, after selling an exchange unit Omar would drive a few blocks away to an
empty lot, (Philadelphia always had empty lots). We would take the unit we just
exchanged out of the truck and blow the condenser (fins) out with hose connected to a
Freon 12 bottle (tank). After blowing the unit clean of all dust I would wipe the complete
unit with Carbon Tetrachloride making it look like a rebuilt unit. There were busy hot
summer days when this "exchange" could be made several times a day. Since Omar did
guarantee the exchanged units for a year he considered this practice the proper way of
being in business.
For years Carbon tet was used to wash mechanics of grease after every dirty job before
we learned carbon tetrachloride is readily absorbed through the skin and it can affect the
central nervous system, degenerate the liver and kidneys, cause cancer, just basically kill
you. I realize now that had I not come up from the basement at Dave's Grocers when I
did I might not be here today. (Note: Considering my advanced age today, I did escape any
long delayed or adverse reactions to using Carbon Tet as a youth.)
Even though I was only 14, I did press Omar on letting me drink beer with him, which he
did. He liked to have a bottle of beer while he was working in the shop and he and Jean
also had beer with their meals and when eating with them, I did too.
My parents began to react to the long hours Omar worked. Many days he picked me up
in the morning and dropped me off in time to go to bed. Omar made the effort to please
my parents some days by dropping me off while he still had another service call to
complete before he went home. I was still on $10 a week salary and everyday was
another adventure for me. I looked forward to going to work with Omar and I became
irritated if I was up early and dressed, ready to go to work then had to wait a couple of
hours for him to pick me up.
The summer was passing quickly. I did have most Sundays off. I saw my friends on days
when Omar did drop me off early during the week and on Sundays. Sundays were quiet
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in Kensington. Philadelphia had Blue Laws, most stores were closed on Sundays. A couple
of Sundays we all went to the Boulevard Pools for a long day of swimming and picnicking.
By 'all' I mean the boys and girls in our group. Bobbie Dingler made the arrangements
with Ray and Alec during the
week and I was told whenever I
showed up after work. The
Boulevard Pools were at
Princeton
Avenue
and
Roosevelt Boulevard so we had
to take a trolley, the El and a bus
to get there and back.
Poker games were another
favorite activity I enjoyed. None
of the boys in our group played
cards but usually a poker game
could be found when some of
the older boys from Sharp's
Corner got together. If I saw a game or was with a few of the boys who wanted to play
poker we usually would find a location to play, always on the lookout for a police patrol
car. On Stella Street some of the adult men also liked to play poker, especially Joe Taxis,
Shirley and Joey's father. Having donated my pocket cash many times while learning to
play poker I doubt I was ever better than an average player but I was always ready for a
poker game.
One Sunday morning I was on my way to Sunday School at the Provident Methodist
Church at Front Street and Allegheny Ave. I had a nickel for collection. As I passed "A"
and Wishart Streets three younger boys were playing penny poker on the front steps of
Lon's Barber Shop. I never got past the card game, winning a little over a dollar.
Of course I missed Sunday school so I headed home. I walked past my house to the steps
of a closed corner store on Stella Street at B Street, where a group of boys, most were
older than I was, had gathered. Four were playing 5 & 10¢ poker on the top step, others
watching. I joined their game with my earlier winnings and soon was on a slow winning
streak, winning steadily. Some of the players went broke and were replaced by even older
players, including Mr. Taxis. Of course they wanted me to continue playing, waiting for
my luck to change and take what I money I had before me.
The stakes had been raised by now. Stud poker was .10¢ & .20¢ then finally .25¢ & .50¢.
After 2pm the game moved into the Taxis house. I was ahead over $90. I had made the
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mistake of telling them how I started this morning with a nickel. They joked and said I
could not go home but I did not feel threatened and could have easily left. About 4 o'clock
my winnings were down to $40 when another kid came in and told me my mother was
looking for me and I left. When I got home my father had already gone to work. It was
obvious my mother was worried and pretty upset for my disappearing all day without
letting her know where I was. I told her the story and showed her the cash but I knew I
had been irresponsible and selfish. The poker winnings felt hollow and trite in light of her
obvious hurt. As long as I told her where I was going ahead of time my mother rarely
objected. Here I was, a hundred feet away all day, knowing she would wonder where I
had gone but let my being accepted by the older boys in a poker game be more important
to me at the time. I promised her I would not do it again and she hugged me. My mother
would not take any of my winnings.
What did I do with my winnings? What did I do with my salary? I did not pay room and
board. My ten dollar a week salary went for shoes, clothing, cigarettes, school supplies
and whatever I wanted. On rare occasions or holidays I gave my mother money for items
for my sisters. I did open a savings account a couple of times at the PNB bank or Western
Savings Fund but sooner or later found uses for the money and withdrew it.
My parents did not emphasize the value of saving for a rainy day or for the future and
from my mother's perspective I understand why. Her table allowance from my father
each week never seemed to stretch to the next week. I remembered the times of going
to the small grocery store on B Street and asking the owners, John or Stella, to put the
food I was picking up onto my mother's "book" which she settled each week with her
table allowance. As kids, we did not ask my father for money. To answer my question,
what did I do with my winnings? Spent it! What was money for except to spend! I did
not know better.
By the end of the summer Omar had taught me how to service simple problems on many
makes of domestic refrigerators, commercial refrigeration and beer systems. He and I
carried many refrigerators up and down two or three flights of stairs in apartment
buildings in West and North Philadelphia neighborhoods where the inhabitants were
mostly poor and black. I helped him install a beer system in one bar and was able to
solder the copper lines without leaks, and learned how to evacuate, charge and start up
the new refrigeration systems. I was looking forward to starting the fall semester in the
Refrigeration Course at Dobbins Vocational High School and having enough money for
expenses too. Then reality hit when Omar said he could not afford to keep me through
the winter. HIs refrigeration business would barely support himself and the South Street
electric jobs had dried up. He said after the winter he would call me back to work.
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I began classes at Dobbins without a job. Mr. Joseph Gaspari was the refrigeration
teacher. He was a good teacher and I was his pain in the ass pupil. The theory of
refrigeration was very interesting, showing me why the system worked as it did but I could
not refrain from interjecting some of this past year's experiences during class. I had no
problems passing tests but clearly I spoke up in class too much to suit Mr. Gaspari.
The only other class or teacher I remember from Dobbins was Mr. Mertz. He taught Basic
Algebra so well I grasped it easily, which was a relief because two years ago Geometry
was a disaster. Also, Mr. Mertz had been in the Office of Strategic Service (OSS) in the
war and served in France and Germany behind the enemy lines. Between Algebra and
war stories he had a great relationship with his students. One of the students in my
refrigeration and Algebra classes was Richard Geronimo, an Italian American red head
extrovert with a Mario Lanza singing voice. He lived on the 3000 block of Swanson Street,
a few streets west of Sharp's Corner. Richard came over one evening when our group
was sitting on Bobbie Dingler's porch and front steps. His ego was enormous and a little
overpowering to suit the tastes of Bobbie and her girlfriends. That did not stop Richard
from hanging around with our small group. He loved to serenade us, singing "Some
Enchanted Evening" on the sidewalk on B Street, confident his performance was as good
as any given by Enzio Pinza.
Mr. Mertz enlisted half a dozen students from his classes to help decorate for a Dobbins
upper class dance being held in the ballroom of a country club in the Oak Lane section of
the city. It was in November but it was very cold. Mr. Mertz arranged for an early
dismissal from school for the volunteers and we were driven to the country club in the
early afternoon by Mr. Mertz and another teacher who were to stay at the dance as
chaperones. The decorations were completed quickly and we were given carfare to go
home on public transportation. When we left the ballroom we discovered it had been
snowing and the snow was just starting to accumulate on the ground.
Richard and I were the only students going in our direction so we began on foot to make
our way over to 5th Street along Cheltenham Avenue. Winter in Philadelphia begins to be
dark after 4:30pm. No bus came by the time we reached 5th Street. We walked south
on 5th Street. We were at the 6700 block of N. 5th Street. Allegheny Avenue was 4 miles
south at the 3100 block of 5th Street. It was getting darker, the snow continued falling,
automobiles were sliding in the snow and so was I. Richard Geronimo even walked in the
snow better than I did.
Trolley cars ran on 5th Street in both directions down to the 4000 block at Rising Sun
Avenue but they were not running this night. We passed stalled trolley cars on 5th Street
which was jammed in both directions with cars slipping and sliding. The early snow storm
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caught the city by surprise and brought rush hour traffic to a standstill. We walked over
5 miles in the snow to get home. My shoes had smooth leather soles that made for zero
traction. I don't remember getting home, only the trek in the snow.
While I was working I purchased a RCA EY3 45RPM record
player. The case was made of bakelite with a hinged lid to
protect the turntable. I could put 10 45RPM records on
the spindle for 20 minutes to half an hour of continuous
music. My record collection was growing as long as I was
working. But that ended when Omar let me go for the
winter. Records were purchased on Kensington Avenue. I
was buying mine at Levin's Home Furnishing store.
Regretfully I admit to having stuffed some 45's down my
pants while in the listening booth and leaving the store
without paying for them. A few times we had parties to
celebrate a birthday or holidays like Christmas or just to
have some fun. My RCA record player and 45s provided
the music.
Going to school and hanging with my different friends in the evenings and on weekends
was great fun. Every Friday night the YWCA at Hancock Street and Allegheny Avenue held
a teen dance. None of the boys in our group knew how to dance. My father heard Ray,
Alex, Rich and myself complaining about it in our living room while we were playing some
45rpm records. He asked us if we wanted to learn to dance using the “box step”? “What's
the box step?”, we asked? He took a broom and held it as if it were a dancing partner
while showing us the dance steps to the slow ballads of Patti Page or Frank Sinatra right
in our living room on Stella Street. We practiced when he left for work, then later on after
one or two slow dances with Bobbie, Grace or Dee we were no longer wall flowers. Fast
dancing or what we called the Jitterbug we learned in the evenings in front of Bobbie's
house on B Street.
The Catholic Churches also held teen dances, usually on Saturday nights. St. Joan of Arc
on the 3500 block of Frankford Avenue and St Matthew's on Cottman Avenue at Battersby
Street in the Mayfair section of the city were two dances we tried. There was always the
chance of angering some boy or gang of boys when asking a girl to dance at one of the
dances but that was the way things were. We basically restricted our dances to the YWCA
and the girls in our crowd.
After the forced march in the snow storm I increased my efforts to find part time
employment. I turned 15 on November 20th but employers were cautious when hiring
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children. Children under 16 had many restrictions as to the type of work they could
perform or hours they could work. Sixteen year old workers still had limits to what type
of work was allowed but once a person reached 18 years of age there were no restrictions
on work performed. I could get full time working papers easily once I reached 16 but that
was a year away. Most employers were not like Omar Jones who let me work as an adult
basically ignoring the law.
I honestly do not remember how I got the idea but I went to the Selective Service Bureau
in the El Station building at K&A to
register for the military draft. It was
mandatory under the law for every
male citizen reaching the age of 18
to register with the SSB. I used ink
eradicator to try and change my
birth certificate but made a mess of
the certificate so it would not fool
anyone. Fortunately the clerk never
asked for proof of age. There was a
war going on in Korea. I guess the
thought never entered the clerk's
mind that a boy under 18 would be stupid enough to take a chance on being drafted by
registering before it was necessary.
With my new draft card in my pocket I applied for part time work at the Gibbs Underwear
Company at the top of Stella Street and was hired right away to work every day after
school. My hours were from 5pm to 9pm. I had
to join the Textile Union and pay union dues.
The starting salary was .75¢ an hour with
automatic increases. The first couple of weeks I
pushed big carts of material or bundles of
clothing from one stage of manufacture to
another.
Then I was instructed on how to operate a
Finishing machine. On the first floor of the
factory the cloth was knitted into wide tube-like
lengths of cloth in the knitting mill where it was
washed and bleached or dyed to a consistent color. The knitting machine and other
processes fed the long tubes of cloth into large canvas bags on wheeled dollies. The
length of the cloth tube might be 500 or 1000 yards long. This is where my job came into
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play and since I was 18 years of age (thanks to my draft card) I was considered an adult
so I could operate any type of machinery.
A canvas bag dolly filled with cloth was brought to one end of the Finishing machine I
operated. I would insert a "U" shaped stiff thick wire spreader into one end of the cloth
tube, stretching the cloth to make it fit onto the spreader. The spreader was about 30"
to 48" wide depending on the style cloth. Once the spreader was into the cloth tube the
cloth would be fed in between steel rollers while securing the spreader in front of the
rollers. Steam was fed into the rollers. Once all was aligned and secure I would operate
the Finisher, feeding the now ironed and pressed flat cloth through the Finisher to the
opposite end of the Finisher until about five feet of cloth hung off the back of the Finisher.
Since 1000 yards of cloth might come
through the Finisher I needed a place to
store the ironed cloth. On this end of the
Finisher was a long round bar between two
supports on each side of the machine. The
end of the cloth was secured to the round
bar, the bar then turned to take up the slack
of cloth already through the Finisher.
Looking over both ends of the Finisher to
verify everything was in its proper place, the
switch was thrown and the Finisher began to automatically remove the tube of cloth from
the canvas bag, iron or "finish" the cloth between the hot steam rollers and roll the ironed
flat cloth onto the round bar. When the canvas bag was empty a roll of finished cloth
three to four feet thick was on the round bar, ready for spreading on the cutting tables in
another part of the factory.
I cannot recall how long it took for 1000 yards of cloth to come through the Finisher but
while the machine was operating steadily I had to make sure the cloth kept feeding out
of the canvas bag freely or it would stretch the cloth or possibly rip the cloth tube apart.
The knitter downstairs was supposed to ensure the cloth he made fed into the canvas bag
properly so it would come out of the canvas bag smoothly and without twists or knots.
Alas, that was not always the case. I had to free knots quickly or stop the Finisher, then
free the knot and restart the Finisher. Steam kept the finisher rollers hot so the Finishing
Room was always very hot and humid which was not objectionable on cold, dry winter
nights. The photo above is of a similar, much smaller and more modern Finishing
machine.
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Thanks to my new job I had money for Christmas presents and even bought some new
clothing. In the late winter I ordered a new tailor made-to-fit overcoat during a sale by
one of the tailor shops on Kensington Avenue. The overcoat was grey flannel in the latest
double breasted style called a "Six Button Benny." A couple years later there was a song
out called "Got Me a Six button Benny" by Doc Starkes & ‘The Nite Riders’.
I worked for Gibbs into the spring as school was nearing the end of the semester at
Dobbins. My grades were good, not outstanding but then I was dealing with working each
night until 9pm. Fortunately I did not have too much homework and Mr. Gaspari and I
had a cool relationship. I felt he resented my already knowing much of the skills he was
teaching the other students and I am sure my attitude was sort of "know it all". At least
he graded me honestly although I believe he unjustly downgraded my soldering scores.
Also, the schools stiff disciplinary code made students walk on egg shells to avoid
detentions, which except for one late detention, I was successful. All in all, school was
pleasant enough and I realized I had two years to go to receive my High School Diploma.
I neglected to fully describe my draft card and draft status earlier. When I registered at
the Selective Service Bureau I used the Taxis home as my address. I could not afford to
have my parents find out I registered for the draft. When my draft card arrived it was
sent to 256 E. Stella Street, the Taxis home. I felt safe enough but I was ignorant of how
the draft thing worked. About three months after I registered the SSB sent a letter telling
me to report for a physical examination so I could be classified for my draft status. Except
the postman this time delivered the envelope to my house at 242 E Stella Street even
though it was addressed to me at 256 E Stella St.
My mother got the letter and opened it and began to laugh. She says she said out loud,
"They finally got the old bugger!" thinking they wanted to draft my father for Korea. Then
she saw the "Jr." after my name and realized it was for me. She went into a panic. ‘They
can't draft my baby! He's too young to go to war.’ Without waiting for my father to give
him the news or to tell me, she called the Selective Service Bureau and told them I was
too young. She told me about this when I came home from school to get ready to go to
work at Gibbs. I was not worried, what could they do to me?
I forgot about it, continued on in school and working when a couple weeks later I came
home from school for a shock. Sitting in the living room with my mother were two FBI
agents. I did not realize they had been there for a couple of hours waiting for me and my
mother had given them lunch and coffee. They were friends now because she knew I was
not in real trouble. The FBI was used to investigating draft dodgers so they were amused
with my case. But I walked into the living room unaware of all this.
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My mother introduced me to the FBI agents and went into the kitchen. I was sitting in a
panic. The one agent went on and on about breaking the law and I began to zone out
when I noticed the other agent. He was trying to hide his mirth. I was wise enough to
not let on I saw this and quietly took my reprimands. They left and my mother was so
relieved she did what she always did under stress, she laughed. I kept quiet because the
agents had never asked me for my draft card. I still had proof of being old enough to work
as an adult.
Then in April 1952 Omar called me and asked if I was ready to go back to work. I told him
I was working at Gibbs and he offered me a salary of $25 a week to come back. That was
a little more than I was making at Gibbs plus no taxes or union dues since Omar paid me
in cash and besides, I truly wanted to get back into refrigeration. I agreed and gave notice
at Gibbs. Omar either picked me up at Dobbins after school or I went directly to his house
from school. On several days Omar and I were working late and it was difficult getting up
to arrive at school on time but I did and avoided any detentions.
Getting back into working again in refrigeration was like coming back from a vacation.
Omar would take me on service calls or leave me to rebuild Coldspot units or other belt
driven household refrigerators in the shop on days after school. Over the winter he
accumulated some used refrigerators and he was having me re-condition them. Omar
draped tarpaulins to make a paint booth on the far end of his basement shop and was
trying to teach me to paint the old refrigerators with an air compressor and paint sprayer
but in reality he was learning himself. In my opinion the paint jobs were not quality
finishes and easily scratched and I could not understand why. Years later I learned it was
the actual preparation prior to painting and type of paint that made a good paint job.
Over the past winter Omar had replaced
the old truck with a 1948 Chevy panel
truck.
Mechanically it was a huge
improvement over his old truck, rarely
breaking down. On the left rear wall he
fabricated a rack to hold 3 Coldspot units
since he was still advertising Coldspot
overhauls. I would not be 16 until
November so I could not drive for him at
all this summer. Omar hired a drinking
buddy, John, a 25 year old returning Army
Korean War veteran to drive me around in
Omar's truck when Omar was busy elsewhere. John could not walk too well from wounds
he suffered in Korea.
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Omar had signed maintenance inspection contracts with owners of Bars and Restaurants
to keep their beer systems, walk-in coolers and freezers, and commercial reach-in
refrigerators in good working order. John would drive me to the customer's location, sit
at the bar and have a beer while I would go to the basement and service the equipment.
Downstairs I would adjust the drive belt tension, blow out the condensers using a hose
on a Freon 12 bottle, put service gauges on compressors and check sight glasses to verify
there had been no loss of refrigerant since the last inspection. Sorry for the technical
descriptions but basically the customer wanted insurance his refrigeration equipment
would not fail at the most inconvenient time, like on a Friday or Saturday night with a bar
crowded with thirsty patrons. Hence, the bar owner was willing to pay for scheduled
maintenance inspections as a type of insurance.
I mentioned blowing out dirty condensers with Freon 12 or
Dichlorodifluoromethane, one of the chemical names I had to
learn in Dobbins. Freon 12 was Dupont's odorless, tasteless
refrigerant that cornered the medium temperature
refrigeration and air conditioning market in the early days of
refrigeration. Dupont's Patent expired and for decades
afterward Refrigerant 12 (R12) was called Freon 12 or so I
thought. In reality, in 1928 a team from Frigidaire Division of
General Motors discovered this refrigerant gas for their use as a replacement for Sulfur
Dioxide or SO2. Dupont, at the time was the largest manufacture of chemicals in the
world, partnered with Frigidaire and called it Freon as a trade name and the world thought
it was all Dupont's patent2 but history records otherwise3.
The Trocadero Theatre at 1003 Arch
Street was the only burlesque theater
left in Philadelphia. It was called the
Troc. Next door, on the corner of 10th
and Arch Streets was the Troc Show
Bar. The bar had been closed for
remodeling. Omar Jones got the job to
install a new beer system in the bar.
Omar and I worked four long days to
get the job done for reopening.

2
3

Western Oregon University: http://www.wou.edu/~avorder/Refrigeration.htm
About.com Inventors: http://inventors.about.com/library/inventors/blfreon.htm
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Toward the end of a beer system installation job Omar would start testing the beer and
on this job I gladly helped. I got tipsy, much to the enjoyment of Omar and some of the
other contractors working there. I did not want to ruin their pleasure so I proceeded to
get slobbered. There were tattoo parlors along 10th Street and I had "Joe" tattooed on
my right arm. I was sober by the time I got home with a rubber band holding a bloody
napkin over the tattoo. My mother took one look at me and shook her head.
Working for Omar this summer I was given more freedom making repairs on my own. For
larger customers he would service and diagnose the problem on one system while leaving
me to service and attempt the diagnosis of problems on another, knowing he could come
to my assistance should it be necessary. Or if the problem were replacing an electric
motor or pumping down the refrigerant system to change a TX valve he might leave me
to it while he socialized with the owner trying to drum up more business.
At other times I might spend a full week rebuilding condensing units and restoring
refrigerators in his basement shop. When I was in the shop alone I always looked for
things to straighten or reorganize. Omar wasn't the neatest mechanic. He had small
screws, fittings and parts mixed and jumbled together in assorted size tins, trays, baby
food jars and cans spread around the shop. It frustrated me when I needed a special
thread bolt to assemble a compressor and could not find one. I usually knocked off the
hard repairs first, set units on vacuum pumps or test runs then concentrated on organizing
the shop again.
Meanwhile on Stella Street things were happening. Jimmy Bradley had been home on
leave. He had been dating Anna Strong, a girl friend of Dawn Grahams. She found herself
in the family way and they married with Jimmy taking Anna back to Ft. Leavenworth,
Kansas where he was training as an instructor. I know the time frame is off in my memory
but Jimmy and Anna died one night from carbon monoxide poisoning from a faulty gas
heater in their mobile home. Some of the other older guys, like Jim Anders, Eddie
McGinty and Tom Mangle were drafted into the army.
The early part of the summer was hot. Jean usually had lemonade or iced tea made and
always made my lunch but as the afternoon came on I would go to the refrigerator with
cold sodas and beer and have one or two of Omar's beers. When I was "shop bound" for
overhauls Omar frequently did not return from service calls to drive me home. On those
days I took public transportation home. Also, Jean might call me at home about 10pm to
tell me Omar was stuck on a job and rather than wait for him to pick me up in the morning
to come to work by public transportation the next day.
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Things changed quickly. Omar and Harry L Brown, the owner of an appliance and
furniture store at 5017-5025 N. 5th Street went into a separate business. Harry sold new
refrigerators and took customer's old refrigerators as trade-ins. Harry owned an empty
store front building at 5024 N 5th Street, directly across from his appliance store. The
deal was Harry supplied the building and used appliances and Omar would take those
appliances worth investing the time and labor to refurbish. Harry did not want his name
involved in the business. Omar would sell used appliances out of the store. I was not
privy to the financial details but I was assigned to set up the repairs shop in the store's
back room similar to what we did in Omar's basement. If I remember correctly this began
around the middle of July 1952.
Omar and I worked several long days setting up the repair shop. Harry's delivery men
began to unload used refrigerators into the front area of the store. His delivery men also
brought all the used refrigerators that were stored in Omar's basement. Once we had a
half-assed shop working in the backroom Omar and I began to cull the appliances. Those
worth fixing and painting on one side of the store, those to be culled for parts or junk on
the other side of the store. The object was that once stripped of usable hardware the
junk refrigerators would be disposed of by Harry's delivery men to facilitate working on
refrigerators in the front store because the rear shop was too small.
Young Joey Taxis, Omar's nephew was hired to help in the Harry L Brown enterprise.
Basically Omar continued on with his normal refrigeration service business and he guided
me in the used refrigerator store when he had time, only taking me on service calls or
installations that required two men.
We refurbished a few refrigerators quickly and had them on display for sale. Then Harry
insisted on giving us several used washing machines to refurbish and the front store was
packed, no room to move around. Stripping good hardware from the junkers became
extremely difficult. If we needed a thermostat, door handle or hinges off one of the spare
refrigerators it took an hour moving refrigerators out of the way to retrieve the parts then
move everything back again. Harry did not want to know any details, just wanted to know
how many appliances were refurbished and how many were sold.
After the initial long days of setting up an appliance repair shop in the small back room of
Harry's store, work there developed into a pattern. If Omar did not need me on service
calls I would take public transportation to the Used Appliance store and work on units
Omar selected the day before. I would buy lunch at a deli and give Omar the receipts.
With Joey Taxis working with me it wasn't lonely as it would have been if I was alone.
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About five o'clock Jeanne will call the shop phone and tell me if Omar was coming by to
pick me up for a service call or if he was off someplace in the city answering service calls
and it was time for me to go home. Frequently I was free to go home by public
transportation. I was home early enough during the week and off on Sundays that my
social life did not suffer. I did not miss too many events with my friends. Ray and Alec
had jobs as ushers at the Iris Theatre on Kensington Avenue and on the nights I was home
and they were working we would go out for coffee and apple pie when the movie closed
about 11pm. Other nights we would hang out at Bobbie's front steps and porch. I saw
Bob Dell every so often but he was still spending his free time with Shirley Taxis.
I had two enlightening experiences this summer. On the evenings I was home we hung
at Bobbie's house, her parents frequently sitting on their porch enjoying the kids activities
while keeping an eye on their daughter. One night three kids from Cambria and B Streets
came up to our group, to me actually, and the tallest of the three basically called me out.
He was a bit taller than me but at least 20 pounds lighter. I did not know any of them.
Ray used to hang with one of them, a boy named Billy King.
I had a knot in the pit of my stomach, not wanting to make a fool of myself in front of all
my friends. Fighting in my life never turned out very well and it did not look like I could
talk myself out of this. After a few moments of false bravado all of the boys walked down
B Street to a vacant lot past Indiana Avenue for a fight.
There were no street lamps so it was dark on the lot. My antagonist and I squared off and
began to fight in a boxing stance, his friends and mine circling around us. With Ray, Alex,
Rich and Bob rooting for me I quickly lost the knot in the pit of my belly. I got hit a couple
times because I had taken off my glasses and my old problem of short sightedness had
me at a disadvantage. But it was very dark and my opponent could not see me clearly
either. I managed to get in several solid punches to his face and torso. He had asked for
the fight and it was over as quickly as it began, the three of them going up the B Street
hill toward Cambria Street. I was very happy and felt the victor since I held my own and
he decided to end the fight.
I learned something that night. I could take a punch and fighting in the dark was not a
major disadvantage for me. I got cocky. Later on that summer Al Bradley, the youngest
brother of Jimmy Bradley, began to hang out on Stella Street, something he hadn't done
previously. I hadn't known him before. He was the same age as me and went to a high
school in Roxborough that specialized in agriculture training. He was a tall and lanky kid
and very into a 'holy-roller' church, and a nice kid but for some unknown reason I took
offense to his presence, egged on by Joey and some of the younger boys. I wasn't too
nice to him, eventually one night picking a fight. My earlier fight had given me
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unnecessary bravado but I quickly learned Al Bradley was lean and hard from farm labor.
He did not want to fight but wouldn't let me push him around. We scuffled and swung a
few punches and in short order I realized if anyone was going to get hurt it was going to
be me. Since I was the initial aggressor Al readily agreed to ending the fight and held no
malice. I became friendly with Al Bradley afterwards. Maybe I learned a lesson from him
or just another lesson in life?
Ray, Alec, and Bob Piatek agreed to go Roller Skating one more time. We went to a fairly
new indoor rink, the Concord at 7049 Frankford Ave. The decor was newer than the Circus
Garden, Carmen or Crystal Palace skating rinks and we did not run into any issues with
local toughs looking for fights. Again, this social activity was short lived.
Thus was my social activities on free nights and Sundays although working for Omar and
in Harry's store continued during the hot summer days. Joey and I were always hot in the
shop. One of the working refrigerators was always full of sodas but Omar only brought
enough beer to consume while he was there. He knew we would drink it. For some
reason buying beer at bars was a less fruitful event for me than buying wine or whisky at
the Liquor Stores. I guess bartenders had a keener eye. When I was working, greasy and
in dirty work clothes and went up to the counter in the Liquor store and asked for a pint
of Seagram's 7 at 2 o'clock in the afternoon the clerk accepted me as over 21 years of age,
no questions asked.
On two or three very hot days I left Joey in the shop and walked south on 5th Street to
the next block to the State Liquor Store and bought a pint of Seagram's. Joey and I would
have one or two drinks with Coke Cola and ice. Yeah, we always had ice cubes because
we needed ice trays filled with water to verify a refrigerator was functioning properly to
make ice. I was very careful to be sure Joey's soda did not have much whisky in it.
There was a falling out between Omar and Harry L Brown. His promised delivery men
never arrived to clear out the junk refrigerators and washing machines so the store
became impossible to demonstrate to a customer more than one or two refurbished
refrigerators. The reasons were unknown but I supposed there may have been some
financial problems between them. One afternoon Omar came into the shop and had Joey
and I pack up boxes of parts, fittings and equipment while he went home and emptied his
truck. When he came back we loaded his truck with all his tools and equipment, gas tanks,
etc. and took them back to his shop. Omar seemed content to let the used refrigerators
he originally took to Harry's store remain with Harry.
For the next few weeks I worked with Omar or in his shop but the time had flown by again.
I was ready to go back to school and it was obvious by the reduced volume of service calls
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Jean gave Omar each day that he was going to let me go again for the winter. I was to
start school the first week after Labor Day and that was when he let me go.
As I previously indicated Dobbins Vocational Technical High School had pretty strict rules.
Just being accepted to Dobbins meant you had no discipline record in your previous
school. They did not suffer tardiness or poor behavior. Two times late was an automatic
detention after school, etc. Except for one infraction last year, I otherwise managed to
avoid detentions. Toward the end of last year I had begun to be less enraptured with Mr.
Gaspari. I was still learning theory of refrigeration but I already knew most of the
technical stuff like soldering, leak detecting and troubleshooting. At least I thought I did.
That thought was only substantiated by my working over the summer for Omar. Still, I
needed that high school diploma.
I got up early that day in September 1952 making sure not to be late to register for the
new semester at Dobbins but my joy at being early was trumped when the woman in the
school office said I was a day late. I had the wrong date! Not too late to register but my
appointment was for the day before. But I am registered right? Yes, she said, but you are
a day late. Then to mock me, she told me I had my first late report. One more and I would
serve a detention. Before classes even opened I was starting with one strike against me.
She could barely contain a giggle as she told me.
I was steamed on the trolley ride from 22nd and Lehigh Avenue going home. I passed 8th
& Lehigh and saw students going into Northeast High School registering for school. In an
instant I was up, pulled on the overhead cord to let the trolley conductor know I wanted
off at the next stop at 6th Street. I walked back, went into the NE High School office and
registered for the 11th grade, Commercial classes. No way was I going back to Dobbins.
I was given an appointment to see the counselor to map out my new curriculum and a
date to receive my class schedule. In one fell swoop I was no longer going to Dobbins and
would be walking each day to NE High School. I had to get hold of Bob Dell since he and
I would be walking one and a half miles to school together most days.
My parents listened to my reasoning for changing schools and did not object. For the past
two years I had been working and going to school. I was not finding myself in trouble with
gangs or the police as some neighborhood boys did. I did not immediately look for
another job since I had a small stash of money from my pay. I knew it would not last long
but I wanted to see what NE High School had to offer.
After Dobbins, NE was like a vacation. Once you entered Dobbins for the school day you
were locked in until your last class. Hall passes were needed to go anywhere during
classes. NE was an open school. At lunch period you could eat in the cafeteria or go out
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to eat. Some kids had study hall and went outside rather than sit in an auditorium. There
were a dozen luncheonettes all around the school. I made friends with Gene Mulholland
a defensive back on the NE HS football team. He said I was big and strong and should try
out for the football team. I told him I never learned to play football. I could catch and
throw a ball but tackle football on a team, no. My eyes were always too bad and
eyeglasses cost too much to be breaking them in a contact sport. When I mentioned the
glasses he said the helmets have face guards to protect my glasses. He wanted me to play
football.
Mulholland introduced me to other boys on the team and I began to eat lunch with them.
Officially the football program had not yet begun in the school district. No school was
permitted to begin getting ready for the coming season for another couple of weeks. NE
had a good record of finishing at or near the top of the public school league each year and
the boys I was talking to felt they could take the city championship this year. Jimmy
Delaney, a senior running back was five inches shorter than me and forty pounds lighter.
But he was exceptionally fast and hard to tackle. He also was trying to convince me to try
out for the team. They invited me to get in shape with last year's remaining players at a
field at 29th and Lehigh Avenue. All unofficial of course! The kids would just go to the
field for running and calisthenics. The coaches would not acknowledge this was being
done. Against the rules! Wink, Wink!
I was walking to school with Bob Dell each morning. His classes were a year ahead of
mine and our lunch periods were different times so we didn't see each other in school.
After school I went with the football players. The running nearly killed me. I never ran
around a track before and they wanted to work up to running around it five or six times.
I swore I could taste blood in my mouth I was so tired and dry but I refused to quit as long
as the rest of the boys ran the oval track. After a week I was beginning to feel stronger
and hoped I might soon enjoy this type of torture.
One morning I woke up and decided I didn't want to go to school. The movie Ivanhoe was
playing in the Fox Theatre downtown. I read about it in the papers and decided to go see
it. I told my mother my plans for the day and she told me to go enjoy the day. It felt good.
I was cutting school for the day, actually it was the first time I ever cut school and here I
was doing it with my mother's permission. The movie was terrific for a 15 year old boy
and I was mesmerized by the beautiful Elizabeth Taylor.
I mentioned to Jim Delaney I better start looking for a job, my money was running out.
He said he and Mulholland were ushers at the Midway Theatre and I should apply there.
I did and worked with them at the Midway, again saying I was 18 years old and not
requiring working papers.
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When the football team tryouts came I was one of the novices picked for the initial team.
I did not realize the coaches picked all good prospects but as training progressed the weak
players would be culled. Again, I didn't know this was standard practice. After a couple
of weeks exercise, suiting up and scrimmage, I was taking lumps from all sides. I did not
know how to play the game and it showed. Then an arm came between the face guard
and helmet and slammed me in the eyes. The plastic glass frames held but the coach told
me to play without the glasses. I removed them and the opposing tackle or guard ran
right over me, I could not see them coming. By the end of that week I was cut, sent to
the Junior Varsity team to learn the fine art of playing football.
I was very disappointed, embarrassed, humiliated even! In any case this was not my finest
time of life. I still saw the football players at school and even managed to get into an
argument with the head usher at the Midway Theatre and quit. I think he was afraid to
fire me with Delaney and Mulholland still working there. None of us liked him and we all
thought he was a homosexual, even more reason to dislike him. This was in the 1950s.
I was not a nice kid in school any longer. In between the time I was cut from the football
team and two days before my sixteenth birthday I had gotten into a couple verbal
disputes with the Shop Teacher. We were working on making patterns out of wood for
possible metal projects. November 19th the instructor did not like my work and took my
pattern from my hands. I reached over and took it back from him which had me standing
before the school principal in short order. I was suspended, told not to come back to
school without my parents.
I discussed it with my father. His bias against schools prevented him from questioning my
recent decisions concerning school or his trying to instill some discipline in me to send me
back to school. I suggested I was going to be sixteen tomorrow; perhaps I should quit
school and get a job! His response was that I should talk to Marty Weber, our neighbor
two doors away. He was a manager in the Metal Stand Company on State Road above
Tacony. That night when Mr. Weber came home from work I saw him and explained I
wanted to quit school. He did try to dissuade me from leaving school but when he saw I
was adamant in my decision he said he could use a good worker in his shipping
department. The next morning my father did not have to report for his shift until the
afternoon so he took me to NE HS and we saw the principal where I officially gave notice
I was quitting school. The principal also tried to dissuade me from this course to no avail.
We went to the Jones Jr High School to fill out the working papers and my father went to
work. The next morning Mr. Weber took me to the Metal Stand Company in his car where
I began my new employment as a shipping helper. That was the last free ride to work
from Mr. Weber.
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My life changed dramatically from the end of August to November 20, 1952. I went from
working with Omar Jones and being a student at Dobbins Vo Tech, to a student at NE High
School, a football player in with the top jocks, to a full time factory worker, possibly for
life. All because I lost my cool for being late to register for the semester at Dobbins. I did
not feel very wise.
Each morning at 6:30am I was waiting in the cold dark morning air, weather either clear,
rain or snow, for the Rt. 60 trolley on Allegheny Avenue. Most days there was standing
room only in the trolley car and on rainy days the crowded trolley odors were similar to
those when I was banished to the coat closet in second grade. At Kensington Avenue
another crowd of people went with me up the steps to the El platform waiting for the
next train and on to the terminal at Bridge Street to board the ‘T’ bus. If I was lucky and
got into line early I had a seat by a window to watch the sun rise on the Route T bus as it
took me to the Metal Stand Company at State Road above Cottman Avenue. It took an
hour each way by public transportation, between my home and my new place of
employment.
My father bought a new 1952
Chevrolet Pickup truck intending
to do side hauling jobs in his
spare time. The photo is not his
truck. His had plain Chevy hub
caps and less chrome and dark
green paint. As soon as I turned
16 I went to Van's Auto Tags at
K&A and filled in the application
for a learner's driving permit. When it came in the mail from Harrisburg I made sure to
be around on my father's day off for him to teach me to drive. He was still driving busses
for the Philadelphia Transportation Company. The family, even my grandmother Roberts
considered my father an excellent driver so who better to teach me to drive. He had me
driving on small streets, busy Allegheny and Kensington Avenues, up onto the Roosevelt
Boulevard, down into center city Philadelphia in all kind of traffic and weather. He was a
good teacher. I passed the driving test on the first attempt at the Belmont State Police
Barracks in the pickup truck. I was proud and happy to get my driver's license.
My father usually worked weekends. When he was ready to go to work for his late shift I
asked to borrow the truck to go someplace or another, not sure where now, and he
agreed. He let me drive him to the PTC Bus Depot on Bustleton Avenue near the
Roosevelt Blvd for his 4pm shift. He would not be done until after 1am so he would come
home by public transportation. The second time I asked for the truck I didn't have any
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special place to go but I remember it well. I met Ray, Alex, Rich and Bob Piatek at Ray's
house, showing off my wheels. We decided to go over to K&A, maybe get a cup of coffee
and slice of pie.
We met three girls Ray knew from his old neighborhood in Richmond and talked the girls
into going for a ride. I was driving my dad's pickup truck which normally only has room
for three people in the cab. On the way over to K&A Ray and Al rode in the cab while Rich
and Bob rode in the open back. With two girls and Ray in the cab and three boys and one
girl in the back I drove east on Allegheny Avenue into the Richmond neighborhood. I was
looking for a place where we could park and possibly make out with Ray's friends. Ray
suggested I go passed Richmond Street toward the River which I did, turning left on a
quiet side street and parked. I barely had the engine turned off when a police car pulled
up behind us.
We were not doing anything against the law. Passengers riding in the back of a pickup
truck was legal in 1952. The police officer asked for my driver's license and the truck's
owner's card. Ouch, the owner's card was in my father's wallet. The kids all left to get
home on their own and I followed the police officer to the 24th Police District Station at
Belgrade and Clearfield Streets where I was given a ticket for not having the owner’s card
in the vehicle while it was being operated. Then I had to wait until 2am when my father
arrived at the police station with the owners card. Needless to say my father was not
pleased and it looked like my days of borrowing his truck were short lived.
The shipping department hours at the Metal Stand Company were 8am to 5pm with an
hour for lunch. Union rules! I was only sixteen yet I was working alongside men twice
and more my age and already capable of keeping up with their tasks. I was earning less
than $40.00 a week and did not believe they earned much more. If this job was at the
highest level the older men had achieved, what was my outlook in the future? After
manhandling office furniture all day I punched my time card and walked into the winter's
darkening evening skies. It did not take long for reality to knot with fear in the pit of my
stomach. Was this what I was to face for the rest of my life? I enjoyed working before. I
looked forward to each day while I was servicing and diagnosing problems with
refrigeration equipment for Omar Jones but it was with a growing feeling of despair each
morning I waited for the Rt. 60 trolley.
Alex, Ray and Bob Dell listened to my lamenting about my recent life choices over the
Christmas holidays. Bob said to come back to NE and get my high school diploma. The
others advised likewise. I was too embarrassed to tell them the full story but my mother
knew. I told her I thought it would be best to go to Frankford High School to finish high
school and she was happy. College was never a consideration. My grades were not good
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enough and I doubted I could pass the tests. She told my father since our work hours
restricted our getting together. He agreed too. I went to Mr. Weber to explain and he
also seemed happy at the news.
So January 1953 I was back in school. Frankford High School was located at 5000 Oxford
Avenue at Wakeling Street in the Frankford section of Philadelphia. Being back in school
was enjoyable. No math this semester and my favorite classes were history and English.
I made friends and met a couple of kids who were in my class in Stetson Jr. High School
but I lost a half a year, quitting as I had in November. I was starting over in the 11th grade
and they would graduate half a year before I would.
One girl, Elaine, in my history class was a pretty brunette. As we ate lunch in the cafeteria
I learned she lived in Fishtown off Girard Avenue. A new type of movie called 3D had
been playing downtown for two months. The title was Bwana Devil. I asked her for a
date on Saturday night to see the movie and she said yes. She gave me her address but
said it was easier to meet her at the El station on Girard Avenue. I got off the train and
she was waiting on the platform. We got back on the train and continued on downtown.
The movie was playing at the Aldine Theatre at 19th and Chestnut Streets.
The 3D glasses were uncomfortable
over my regular eyeglasses and took
away some of the 3D effect for me
but Elaine enjoyed the movie. I did
duck once or twice when the lion
jumped at the audience.
By the time we walked back to the subway station for a train back to Girard Avenue it was
getting late. She did not want to stop for something to eat but suggested we have
something at her house and I could meet her parents. We walked two blocks along Girard
Avenue and turned down Day Street toward the river. The next street was Wildey Street
then a little further was a street small enough to be an alley, called Salmon Street with
only four houses on the left side of the street, hers being the last house.
Elaine was surprised the lights were out, she expected her parents to be home waiting for
her. She finally found her key in her pocketbook and opened the front door, reaching
over to turn on a light. She screamed. I was behind her so did not get a clear view into
the living room but what I did see was the living room floor change from black to brown.
The floor had been pretty well covered with Philadelphia's large black roaches. When the
light came on the bugs scampered under furniture, into walls, wherever they could hide.
At our home on Stella Street we waged a lifelong battle with the damn bugs but this was
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the first time I ever saw so many in one place. Elaine was shattered. We called it a night
and I walked Fishtown's streets back to the El station and went home on the next train.
I still needed some income so I went back to Gibbs to see if they would rehire me. They
did but I lost out on working back in the Finishing Room. Bob Dell was now running the
Finishing machine part time after he finished classes at NE High School. I was put to work
on the sewing and spreading floor, supplying the
Cutters and Spreaders with rolls of finished cloth and
the sewing machine operators with large canvas
dollies filled with bundles of cut material to sew
together. The Cutters and Spreaders were hourly rate
while the sewing machine operators were on piece
work. Gibbs underwear orders backlog was high so
the Cutters and Spreaders worked overtime. The
piece work Sewing Machine Operators were always
working late hours to make extra money.
I would assist hanging the roll of cloth on
the top of the spreader rack. The
‘Spreaders’ used trolleys running on each
side of long tables to spread layer upon
layer of cloth upon each other on the table
to a height of 12”. Once the height of cloth
layers met specifications, the
‘Cutter” would lay patterns on
the top layer, marking the
outline of the pattern on the
cloth in black ink, then cut out
the patterns using big circular or tall very sharp electric knives (on the left),
to follow the pattern. When a section was cut out the cloth pieces would
be tied into a bundle for the sewing machine operators to sew into
undershirts or underpants. The table (above, left) looks like the one from Gibbs but the
Automatic Spreader (above, right) is newer, eliminating or reducing labor costs.
The Finishing Room could work until 9pm but the sewing floor was usually dark by 7pm
so I did not have the same hours or make the same money I had previously but it was
sufficient to support my needs.
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I did not mention the Finishing Room foreman earlier. His name was George. He was
probably in his 50s, a short round jokester of a guy. His
forehead reached nearly to the top of his head but the rest
of his head had hair a bit long and unruly. George was not
in a happy mood unless he was planning a prank on
someone. The men's room was just off the work floor near
the Finisher equipment Bob Dell operated. I would come to
the Finishing Room to use their men's room instead of the
facilities on the sewing floor because George stocked good
magazines to read while doing our business.
One day around Halloween I came over to use their
facilities. I picked a good magazine and opened the stall
door and backed out in surprise. Some dirty bugger had
crapped all over the toilet seat. I hollered for George and
all the Finishers came over to see what I was making a fuss over. George looked in at the
toilet seat and asked me what the hell was all the fuss about? He reached down and
picked up a hand full of the crap and brought it over toward me while I backed away from
him thinking he'd gone Looney Tunes. Then he ate some of the crap, licking his lips like it
tasted wonderful, even offering me some. Everyone was laughing but me. Finally he
settled down and told me the "crap" was Halloween Ginger Snap cookies he moistened
and fashioned into what resembled small turds. Such was life in George's Finishing Room.
Between last summer and this fall I had been going into the Pennsylvania State Liquor
Stores to buy whiskey and wine at 15 and 16 years of age. When our group of kids was
going to have a birthday party on a Saturday night it was up to me to buy some wine. We
did not drink wine or whiskey often but special events I was now the buyer for my crowd
of kids. A few other kids came requesting I buy some for them but I refused. At least with
our crowd I knew what was going on. The last thing I wanted was angry parents calling
the police because I bought their children booze.
There were several times I had too much beer when I had been working with Omar
although it was not a frequent occurrence. Our group of kids did have parties. Two in
particular stand out. One, Grace Bill's birthday and she asked for a particular wine. I
bought a gallon of it, pink stuff if I remember correctly. Bobbie's parents were not home
and the party was at her house. Besides our crowd some of the other boys and girls from
Sharp's corner were at the party. One boy was Jimmy Skene. The girls thought he was
cool. As we danced, ate and partied Grace proceeded to get drunk enough she had
trouble standing. No question, I was responsible because I bought the wine.
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The party was still going on in Bobbie's house when Jimmy Skeen said he was going to
take Grace for a walk to sober up. My hackles went up and I told him I would go along to
help steady her. Jimmy tried his best to get me to stay at the party. I held Grace up by
her right arm and continued walking her. Jimmy suggested we stop on the steps of Penn
Jersey's building where it was dark. After we were there a couple of moments Jimmy
began to run his hands over Grace's blouse. I grabbed his arm and threatened to fight
him then and there if he felt her up again. We picked Grace up again and continued
walking for at least an hour as she struggled to sober. I'd knock Jimmy's hands away when
he became too familiar with her breasts again. Jimmy hoped I'd give up but we walked
Grace to her home and let her go into her house to face her parents. Jimmy went on to
his own home. I passed by Bobbies house on my way home but the party had broken up.
The other stand out memory was when we celebrated my 16th birthday with a party at
Bob Piatek's house. His mother and older brother were away. We had assorted beer,
wine and a fifth of Canadian Club whiskey for our soda mixers with snacks, chips and other
food. The party was progressing with enough room in Bob's living room for dancing with
the lights dimmed low when Marge Dell and Bob Piatek realized I was among the missing.
They found me in his rear yard talking to his ducks. Yes, Bob had gotten two young
ducklings around Easter and kept them in his rear yard. Again, I failed to drink in
moderation and this time I was drunk. Later Marge claimed I went up to the bathroom,
did something to the toilet so the water would not stop running and sat down on the top
step, sliding in slow motion down the steps, top to bottom. I have my doubts I would do
such a thing. I do remember walking up Stella Street to my house. My mother happened
to be looking down the street wondering when I was coming home. She watched me walk
the whole way up from B Street. When I was still two houses away she announced to Ray
who was following me home, "He's drunk, Ray! Joe never walked a straight line in his life
but he did tonight."
One evening on Kensington Avenue I ran into James Fuller, a classmate from Cramp
Elementary and Stetson Jr. High Schools. He told me he recently met Mrs. Valentine, our
2nd Grade Teacher, while she was shopping on Kensington Avenue and that she was
retired and living alone at 2937 Rutledge Street. He was going to her house to help move
some furniture. We both had fond memories of Mrs. Valentine when we were in her class
but he told me she had gotten frail and had difficulty walking, even just moving around a
room was difficult for her. I told him I would help and we set a date.
We went over and were shocked how Mrs. Valentine was living. Her house was one of
about eight houses set back further off the street then the rest of the row houses so that
she had a four foot front yard and it was full of weeds. Jim and I cleaned up the yard and
followed her directions to move furniture around. She had sold some, not yet picked up
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by the buyer, so those items were moved near the door. Jim lived a few streets from Mrs.
Valentine and told her he would be back later to see what else he could do. I didn't
promise when but said me too! Jim was over to help her often but it wasn't long after Jim
let me know Mrs. Valentine passed away.
Omar called in the beginning of May asking me if I wanted to go back to work. He heard
I had my driver's license from his sister, Mrs. Taxis and he offered to double my salary to
$50 per week and he still had to buy my meals and pay carfare when required. Also, I was
in school until the middle of June so the salary would start right away, right? He agreed!
It was all I could hope for but I was still irritated at his leaving me go so quickly at the end
of last summer. I told him I'd check with my parents and let him know, calling him back
the next day with my affirmative answer. In hind sight I should have negotiated a higher
salary too!
Omar sent me on some service calls by myself to see how I handled them. He could judge
by the customer's phone call and service complaint what the problem might have been
and tried to pick those he felt where I would have no problem. He also sold some
commercial refrigeration installations that he was putting off until he had some help. The
first week back we worked every night until 9 or 10pm. Omar was going to get his salary's
worth.
Once school was out my hours were not as
horrific as I imagined. I still worked six days a
week and worked later than 7pm occasionally.
Starting time depended on how late Omar
worked or if he stayed up the night before
socializing with friends. But refrigeration
equipment failed
at
the
most
inopportune times
or well laid plans
went awry. Bobbie, Alex and Ray set a Sunday to for a picnic
at Pennypack Park for our crowd. I was happy it was on a
Sunday because Omar still required me to work on Saturdays.
Two days before the picnic Omar and I started an installation
on a walk-in refrigeration and freezer job that had to be
completed by Monday morning according to the sales
contract. Omar contracted with the manufacturer for the
actual walk-in boxes to be erected the Thursday before. The
manufacturer's men did not begin until late on Friday and we could not begin installing
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the refrigeration equipment until late on Saturday. It meant I missed out on the picnic.
Alex made sure I saw some of the photos of what I missed.
On several occasions a service call came in near quitting time. Omar determined it was a
problem I could handle and told me to take the truck and answer the service call. If there
was nothing pressing when I finished he told me to take the truck home for the night and
come in at the normal time the following morning. On each occasion I finished the call
early enough to drive down Stella Street for the neighbors to see me or past Bobbie's
house where the kids were hanging. Needless to say I was puffed up with pride each time.
If we were on a big installation of refrigeration equipment and run short of material Omar
used me as a shuttle, sending me to Allied Parts or Acar Supply for materials and parts.
From comments I received at the supply houses I realized Omar was having problems with
credit. He was behind in paying for his supplies. Lou Vassello, the Refrigeration Manager
at Allied Parts at 1360 Adler Street, off Broad Street and Erie Avenue kept asking if I
wanted to come to work for them on the parts counter because I was familiar with all the
parts. He was offering $65 a week for 40 hours a week plus 4 hours overtime on Saturday
mornings to drive their large truck to their Trenton branch and back. And there would be
periodic increases and possible advancement into Refrigeration sales. I thanked him but
turned the offer down.
Omar was drinking more on the job. In short order he and I began to get into heated
arguments over small trivial things but basically I felt he was using me. He was fighting
with his wife a lot too. Maybe it was the drinking but finally at the end of June I quit and
went to see Lou at Allied Parts. He hired me on the spot.
Initially I was concerned I would be bored working on the refrigeration counter but I was
having fun. Many of the contractors and servicemen who came to the counter I already
knew from the past two summers working with Omar. We discussed their interesting
service calls when they came into Allied for parts and material. One Mechanical Engineer
whose name I cannot remember spent time each visit to Allied trying to talk me into going
to college for engineering. I was honored but knew my limitations.
Morris Fineman was a returning Korean Veteran working on the parts counter with me.
His aspirations were to become a Refrigeration salesman. Morris was a body builder,
about my height but about 20 pounds lighter. He and I got into a competition to see
which of us was stronger. He was unaware but he was also 5 years older. He could not
beat me at arm wrestling which provoked him constantly. As part of our jobs we would
fill 25 pound and 45 pound bottles with R12 and R22 in the basement. Bottles were
actually high pressure steel tanks. We filled these tanks from 125 pound tanks of R22 and
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145 pound tanks of R12. Both tanks were the same size but you could fill more R12 into
a tank than you could with R22. Long story to explain our competition. I was able to clean
and jerk either full tank over my head but Morris had problems with the 145 pound tank.
The tanks empty probably weighed 25 pounds and they were bulky and hard to handle
when full.
The ownership of Allied Parts was the Zuschlag family. Frank Zuschlag was the oldest son
and chief officer. The family owned an estate on Byberry Road in NE Philadelphia. They
held a company picnic one Sunday in August. Frank had a teenage sister by the name of
Bobbie and several of the younger male employees were trying impress her. She paid no
attention to any of us. The Zuschlag estate had a baseball field and the employees played
a game of softball. I was thankful for the year in Tacony because I was able to play without
making a fool of myself. I had a couple of hits too.
August was ending and I told Lou I was going back to Frankford High School. I was still
using the draft card for proof of age and he initially thought I was out of school. I had
been a good worker so he told me to come back next summer. I returned to Frankford
still in the 11th grade. Most of my previous classmates were now seniors and would
graduate in June 1954. I met a girl, Anna, who lived on Marshall Street below Girard
Avenue and we went out on a few dates. I remember using my father's truck to move a
piece of furniture from her parent’s second floor apartment to an aunt's house near the
Greek Orthodox Church over on 9th Street. The relationship was short lived but I
remembered it because of the church's gold steeple.
Bob Dell had graduated from NE High School in June.
His steady girlfriend was still Shirley Taxis. We were
talking about the military and he had decided to join
the US Coast Guard. The more we talked about it the
more I became restless with where I was. I could not
graduate until January 1955 because I lost half a year
when I quit school and worked at the Metal Stand
Company. I finally agreed to join the Coast Guard with
Bob. Bob had already made his application with
another of his friends so I went to the Custom House
on 2nd Street in Philadelphia to join. They gave an eye
test in the recruiting office. The seaman signing
recruits said I had to take of my glasses. With my
glasses my vision was 20/20. I took them off and could
only read the top letter "E". Nothing else. The seaman explained to me that at sea
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eyeglasses would be constantly wet and hinder my ability to see properly. I failed the eye
test. Bob was going in the Coast Guard, I was going back to Frankford High School.
Bob left for boot camp in October. I mulled it all over and decided to join the one military
branch that did not care if I needed eyeglasses to function, the US Army. I got my parent's
permission and went to the Army recruiting office. If I enlisted I was promised to be
trained into the field I chose. The Army had refrigeration men, keeping food cold and safe
in any type of situation. Could I have that training, guaranteed? Yes! Then I was offered
two options on when to actually enlist. Sign up and leave tomorrow for basic training in
order to be home for New Year's Eve. Or I could sign now but remain home for Christmas
then leave for Basic Training before the New Year. I chose to stay home for Christmas.
My enlistment was set to begin on December 28, 1953. A decision that would impact my
future more than I would ever understand.
I had nearly two months to prepare my affairs before leaving for the Army. There was no
sense in continuing on at Frankford HS. Omar heard from Molly Taxis that I enlisted in
the Army. Our fences had been mended long before and I went up to see Omar and Jean.
He had a new helper similar as I had been who was back in school for the winter. Jean
said he was good and would be 'almost' as good a mechanic as I was. I happily accepted
her praise. Omar sold a beer system to install in a Bar on Hunting Park Avenue near the
Budd Manufacturing Plant. His new helper was back in school. Did I want to help him
with the installation? How much I asked? He said $75 a week. He calculated between
the beer system and a couple other jobs he had scheduled it would be three or four
weeks. I agreed and worked for Omar over the next four weeks.
Omar tried to convince me to not report to the Army because I still had not been sworn
in. Stay home and work with him. He would continue my salary at $75 a week and
increase it in the summer. I remembered the past three years, how unsteady working for
Omar had been. My enlistment in the US Army was for three years. I graciously refused
Omar's offers because he kept trying to up the ante. The patrons at the bar heard I was
leaving for the Army after Christmas and kept trying to buy me a beer. I had to refuse
most or we would never have finished the beer system installation.
My father no longer had the pickup truck. He had a Chevrolet sedan now and he took
Ray, Al, Rich and me to Atlantic City on a Saturday. Some of the businesses were still open
on the boardwalk, including the Steel Pier. He bought us dinner and as we walked the
boardwalk we tried some of the arcade games. My father and I competed at the shooting
gallery and he was surprised I was as good a shot as he was. He stood on the boardwalk
watching as the four boys removed our shoes and socks, rolled up out trouser legs and
walked in the surf. Looking back toward the boardwalk from the water's edge we could
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see which part of the boardwalk was still open by the lighting. The water was not very
cold this close to the end of the summer.
My parents let me have a going-away party in our basement a few days before Christmas.
Ray helped me clean up and paint a few things to make the basement presentable for the
party. My parents warned me about letting anyone getting drunk. There was only beer
and soda and we watched that no one got out of control. Marge Dell and a couple of her
girlfriends joined our regular crowd as did some of the other neighborhood kids. All went
well, no excess drinking.

Bob Dell was at boot
camp training in the
Coast Guard facility in
Cape
May,
New
Jersey. Before I had to
leave for the Army I
made the trip to Cape
May to see Bob. This
is a photo of us a few
days before I left for
the Army. Note the
tailor made Six Button
Benny overcoat. I left
it home.

On Monday morning, December 28, 1953 my father and mother dropped me off at 400
N. Broad Street, the building where I made my pledge to the US Government and swore
my oath of allegiance, enlisting in the US Army, leaving home for the next three years.
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Old Philadelphia map showing now defunct Hospital for Contagious Diseases. Could not find
photos or other references it even existed.
i
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ii

2012 Google Map Photo of Stella Street

The 2012 Google Map photo below is the block of Stella Street that I moved to in 1937. The large factory
buildings at the end of the block had been abandoned then leveled for use as vacant lots or playgrounds.
Many of these houses are empty shells now, waiting to crumble sufficiently before becoming a safety
hazard forcing the city to create another vacant lot.

(above, Stella St. is the top street.)
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iii

More on Vista Street:

This is the 4600 block of Vista Street intersecting with Ditman Street. Straight ahead, the next intersection
is Torresdale Avenue. Turning right on Torresdale, one city block to Bligh Avenue is a huge park with trees,
a playground and several baseball fields. As Kensington had been various shades of red, tan, brown and
black, Mayfair and Tacony was alive with natures colors and open spaces, frequently between houses.
iv

Walk from house on Mutter Street (A) to the Cramp Schoolyard:

The above photo is a present day aerial view of our house on Mutter Street (Red "A") with a path
highlighted in yellow to the William Cramp Elementary School. The school buildings shown in the photo
are the 1990s replacement buildings of the original Wm. Cramp School buildings I attended in 1943.
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Below is the original Cramp School building that was constructed in 1896:

This 1909 photo below depicts the "new" Cramp school building under construction in 1909. This
additional, larger building was constructed on the same city block. Note the original Wm. Cramp
Elementary School in the lower right of the photo. I attended classes in the newer building between the
years 1944-48 for grades 3 through 6.
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v

Philllip Street:

When my parents bought the house at 3313 N. Phillip Street (white arrow) all the houses were plain red
brick fronts. In the photo above it is obvious recent homeowners had taken to painting their brick houses
a variety of colors in the sixty odd years since we lived on Phillip Street. Also, there were fewer cars on
this street in 1947.
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